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Abstract  

 

The aim of this thesis was to explore options for hospital profiling in the Slovak 

republic. Sacrificing breadth of the study in favor of depth, the scope of the analysis 

was narrowed down to one quality indicator only – mortality. In the first step 

a mortality prediction model was constructed in order to predict expected probability 

of death on the basis of a set of risk factors in order to filter away variation in hospital 

outcomes that is caused by other factors than quality of care. Validation of the model 

was performed on a validation sample of 25% of data. Discriminative ability of the 

final model is very high – c-statistics over 0.9. Furthermore, we verified that hospitals 

differ in the risk structure of their patient populations significantly – mean predicted 

probability of dying for hospitals differed from 0.02% to 33%. In the second step 

hospital profiling was performed. Standardized mortality ratios were calculated for 

each hospital as a difference between observed and expected number of deaths. After 

introduction of risk-adjustment and calculation of confidence intervals 43% of 

hospitals were re-classified. 30-day mortality was selected as best indicator for 

hospital profiling. 
 

 

Keywords 

Hospital profiling, risk-adjustment, performance and quality assessment, public 

performance reports, healthcare, Slovakia  
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Abstrakt  

 

Cieľom práce je preskúmať možnosti hodnotenia poskytovateľov zdravotnej 

starostlivosti na Slovensku.  Z dôvodu obmedzeného priestoru bol rozsah práce 

zúžený iba na jeden indikátor kvality – úmrtnosť. V prvom kroku bol zostavený 

predikčný model úmrtnosti za účelom predikcie očakávanej úmrtnosti na základe 

niekoľkých rizikových faktorov. Tento model nám umožní odfiltrovať variabilitu 

v úmrtnosti, ktorá je spôsobený inými faktormi ako kvalitou poskytnutej zdravotnej 

starostlivosti. Validácia modelu prebehla na 25% validačnej vzorke dát. 

Diskriminačná sila zostaveného modelu je veľmi vysoká – c-štatistika dosahuje 

hodnoty nad 0.9. Zároveň sme overili, že existujú výrazné rozdiely v  rizikovej 

štruktúre pacientov jednotlivých nemocníc – priemerná predikovaná 

pravdepodobnosť úmrtia sa medzi nemocnicami výrazne líšila v rozmedzí 0.02% až 

33%. V ďalšom kroku sme pristúpili ku klasifikácii nemocníc. Štandardizovaná miera 

úmrtnosti bola vypočítaná pre každú nemocnicu ako podiel skutočného 

a očakávaného počtu úmrtí. Po zohľadnení rizikovej štruktúry pacientov a výpočte 

konfidenčných intervalov bolo preklasifikovaných 43% nemocníc. 30-dňová úmrnosť 

bola vybraná ako najvhodnejší indikátor úmrtnosti pre účely hodnotenia 

poskytovateľov.   

 

 

Klíčová slova 

Hodnotenie nemocníc, riziková štruktúra pacientov, hodnotenie kvality, verejné 

hodnotenia, zdravotníctvo, Slovensko  
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Topic characteristic 

In my thesis I will address the issue of quality measurement of healthcare providers. 

The aim is to examine approaches of how to identify differences in the performance 

of individual providers.  

 

When comparing performance of hospitals we encounter a major problem of 

separating various factors that affect the results they report: structure of the patients 

treated by the establishment, pure chance (bad luck – sometimes the patient dies no 

mater what you do) and finally the actual treatment provided by the healthcare 

provider. In order to be able to differentiate between healthcare providers and set the 

purchasing strategy accordingly – rewarding those providers that offer higher quality 

and better value health care, we need to filter away the first two influences. In 

particular, we need to employ risk-adjustment on the data reported to the insurance 

company in order to control for the particular mix of patients treated by the 

healthcare provider. Typically, we standardize the data for age, sex and risk factors 

that describe health status of the patient – diagnosis, comorbidities and/or 

complications at the admission. Furthermore, after dealing with the issue of risk-

adjustment, it is necessary to employ statistical techniques to treat the problem of 

pure chance and small numbers often encountered in the health data. This is often 

done by calculating confidence intervals, in this particular problem Bayesian interval 

estimates are most commonly used. 

 

Issues described above are well treated in Anglo-Saxon literature. Further problems, 

however, arise when we attempt to employ this analytical framework in Slovak 

hospitals. Due to the specific nature of hospitals’ reporting process to the health 
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insurance companies, there is virtualy no information on particular procedures 

provided to patient, drugs administered during his stay in the hospital or the actual 

times between admission and treatment, etc. In other words, once the patient is 

admitted to the hospital, the purchaser looses track of any and all treatment provided 

to the patient other than getting rough information about his movement between 

hospital departments. Even more troublesome is the quality (or lack thereof) of those 

few information that are being reported to the insurance companies – namely 

diagnosis and comorbidities, both of which are fundamental for risk-adjustment. 

It will be the aim of my thesis to search for ways of how to deal with these problems 

and gain the best possible estimate of providers‘ quality given the data available at 

the moment and how it could evolve in light of envisioned introduction of DRG 

payment mechanism.  

 

Hypothesis 

1. Risk-adjustment for age and sex at the hospital-wide level should improve 

accuracy of the providers’ evaluation and comparison 

2. Risk-adjustment improved by diagnosis and some proxy of comorbidity should 

further improve accuracy of the assessment 

 

Methodology 

In my thesis I will endeavour to examine the options for assessment of healthcare 

providers in the specific setup of Slovak healthcare. Using administrative microdata 

of insurance company, I will examine various models of risk-adjustment and compare 

their performance. These models will differ by the selection of variables – the 

simplest model will include only age and sex and then I will search for the best proxy 

of capturing the patient’s health status such as major diagnosis, mode of hospital 

admission – acute or planned, transfer of patient to or from other hospital (since 

transfer can be expected to be related to the severity of the patient’s condition), length 

of stay and previous treatment that might indicate comorbidities. Relevant conditions 

will be identified on the basis of previous hospitalizations and/or outpatient 

medications, such as PCG classification. In order to identify relevant conditions, we 

will use Charlson comorbidity index. Risk-adjustment will be performed by 

comparing expected and observed values of the variable of interest, where expected 

values are calculated via hierarchical regression model for the measures of mortality 

and rehospitalization and linear regression in case of length of stay and additional 
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costs. Comparing expected and observed numbers we can make assesment of whether 

the hospital performed better or worse than others.  

 

Additionally, due to problems caused by unreliable and insufficient coding of data 

I will search for specific hospital departments or diagnosis which are generally 

characterised by limited variability of treated cases – thus the risk-adjustment we 

apply should be sufficient to filter away unwanted influences and let us get a more 

accurate picture of the quality differences between healthcare providers. Indeed, it is  

a common practice to use diagnosis or procedure specific indicators, such as 

mortality on acute myocardial infarction. We might, however, not be able to go into 

such a level of detail because of the problem of small numbers.  

 

Outline 

1. Assessment of healthcare providers – literature review 

2. Assessment of healthcare providers in Slovakia – current practice and problems  

3. Data analysis 

i. Development of predictive model of hospital mortality  

ii. Calculation of the indicators with and without risk-adjustment for 

individual hospitals (based on the comparison of observed and expected 

mortality, the latter calculated based on the model developed in part a))  

iii. Searching for patterns in the data that would indicate areas where the 

performance is primarily influenced by the quality of healthcare provided 

iv. Dealing with problem of small numbers – calculating confidence intervals 

and possibly some other adjustments 

v. Calculation of quality scores for healthcare providers – summary measures 
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Introduction 
 

Profiling of hospital providers and making the results publicly available is now 

considered a standard practice in much of the Western world. This trend is result of a 

growing sense of urgency regarding the accumulation of evidence that quality of care 

provided differs considerably between healthcare providers and yet, there is no way 

of telling apart good and bad provider other than informal word of mouth. While 

there are many explanations of why these deficiencies in delivery of healthcare exist, 

„lack of a transparent, explicit, systematic, data-driven performance measurement 

and feedback mechanism for healthcare providers has been considered to be a major 

contributor“ [Lansky, 2002]. Many arguments are put forward of how performance 

assessment might help rectify this situation: empowerment of consumers in choosing 

the best doctor/hospital that would in turn put market pressure on low-quality 

providers,  provision of crucial information for third-party payers and governmental 

officials to enable them to identify under-performing areas/providers and act 

accordingly or release of a benchmark and feedback mechanism for the providers 

themselves – you can hardly expect providers to invest time and money into quality  

improvement if they are unaware of the lack of quality in the first place. Regardless 

of the fact that there are many caveats to these arguments and the impact of public 

performance measurement initiatives is often less than straightforward, the fact 

remains that some measure of transparency and accountability has to be introduced 

into previously closed-off healthcare sector. 

 

The task of compiling of hospital profiling is by no means an easy one. Outcomes of 

care are influenced by three factors: severity of the condition, quality of treatment 

and pure chance – random variation. All of these factors need to taken into account 

and dealt with if we wish to achieve a meaningful comparison of quality between 

providers that truly reflects differences in quality only. Filtering away unwanted 

variation in the hospital outcomes requires application of advanced statistical 

techniques and careful validation of all the methods and results.  

 

The primary aim of this thesis is therefore to explore options for hospital profiling in 

the Slovak republic. This involves selection and implementation of standard 

statistical techniques used for quality measurement and adoption of these techniques 

to the particular setting of Slovak healthcare sector, taking into account limited data 

availability and local coding practices. Sacrificing breadth of the study in favor of 

depth, I will focus on a single quality indicator – mortality in hospitals.  
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First part of the thesis provides an introduction into the issue of public performance 

reporting and brief description of the current state of affairs in Slovakia and 

peculiarities of the local health care sector that need to be considered (Chapter 1 and 

2). In the second part of the thesis, I will overview major methodological 

considerations in hospital profiling (Chapter 3) and move on to constructing a 

hospital ranking using data on all hospitalizations in the period January 2010 – June 

2012 as recorded by single private health insurance company
1
 that covers roughly 

30% of Slovak market. An attempt was made to conduct a full hospital profiling from 

the moment of handling and cleaning data and running a preliminary data analysis 

(Chapter 4), selection and validation of the best risk-adjustment model and mortality 

indicator (Chapter 5) and calculation of confidence intervals in order to finally 

classify hospitals as high, average or low quality (Chapter 6). However, due to the 

extent of the task, particular focus was paid to developing a risk-adjustment 

mechanism that would be able account for the particular structure of patients treated 

by individual hospital providers. Accommodating the other major source of variation 

– randomness, was not done in full extent and further research is required.  

 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Author is grateful to Dôvera zdravotná poisťovňa, a.s. for kindly providing access to data necessary 
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1. Introduction into public reporting of 

health care quality and 

performance data  
 

 

1.1. Why get involved in (public) performance and quality 

reporting? 

Leading U.S. agency on healthcare research AHRQ estimated that 1 in every 10 

patients who died within 90 of surgery did so as a result of preventable error, costing 

the system additional $1.5 billion annually [AHRQ, 2008]. Study released by the 

Institute of Medicine found that between 44 000 and 98 000 Americans die each year 

in the U.S. hospitals due to preventable medical errors, making hospital errors 

between fifth and eight leading cause of death in the U.S. killing more people than 

breast cancer or traffic accidents  [IOM, 2012]. These numbers cannot be taken at the 

face value, they are very rough estimates that depend heavily on the definition of 

preventable medical error and ability to identify single one cause of death, 

nevertheless they draw attention to the fact that quality of the healthcare provided in 

hospitals is seriously lacking even in arguably the most expensive and advanced 

health care system in the world. While there are many explanations why this is so, 

„lack of a transparent, explicit, systematic, data-driven performance measurement 

and feedback mechanism for healthcare providers has been considered to be a major 

contributor“ [Lansky, 2002]. This is true in case of fragmented decentralized 

marketplace where majority of health care providers are private entities as well more 

centralized systems where state is still a major player. In this section I will review 

main arguments in favor of public performance ratings. 

 

 

1.1.1. Quality improvement 

Past two decades have witnessed proliferation of various public releases of 

comparative data on health care providers‘ performance and quality, primarily in the 

English-speaking countries of US, Canada, Australia and UK. These initiatives have 

been guided by the notion that making information on performance publicly available 

should put pressure on health care providers to increase quality of health care. There 
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are two main channels through which this can happen. First of all, disclosure of 

comparative information is expected to reduce information asymmetry and create 

pressure from the bottom – informed consumer who will seek to choose the best 

providers once he/she is provided with reliable information on health care quality. 

Aggregated decisions of these pro-active consumers who select higher quality 

providers should cause market share of the under-performers to shrink down 

accordingly, forcing them either to change and improve or driving them out of 

business. Second channel through which quality improvement might be encouraged is 

provision of objective external feedback to the providers themselves that helps them 

reveal existing problems and identify potential for improvement in underperforming 

areas. Comparative feedback might also assist management in their efforts to 

implement internal changes within the organization – if the circumstances are right, 

these data might become powerful argument for persuading reluctant staff that 

changes are needed [Marshall et al., 2000]. 

 

Both of these pathways operate via the concern of health care providers about their 

public image and market share. Therefore, public pressure might not work if 

a competitive market does not exist or if the provider has a dominant position in the 

region (such as a large hospital with no viable competitors in a reasonably close 

radius). In these cases, pressure on quality improvement might be exerted by third-

party payers who pay the bill in most cases. They might condition reimbursements 

for health services on certain criteria, in more extreme cases even to employ practice 

of selective contracting, discontinuing contracts with continually low-performing 

health care providers. This is the basis of pay-for-performance contracts when the 

payments for health services are not automatic, but certain standards need to be met 

by the providers. Of course, in this case performance data need not necessarily be 

publicly available. However, combination of financial incentive with concerns about 

reputation damage might be particularly effective in stimulating desired changes. 

Indeed, practice of implementing pay-for-performance initiatives have increased use 

of performance results among purchasers (Grumbach et al, 1998; Rosenthal et al, 

2005). 

 

However, while public reporting of information might be ineffective when the health 

care market is not sufficiently competitive, it may also foster more competition. Not 

only by highlighting differences between individual providers and placing them at the 

mercy of public opinion and market forces but public rating might also serve those 

same providers  as powerful marketing tools facilitating the process of attracting 
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consumers/purchasers as well as recruiting and retaining high quality staff [Mannion 

– Goddard, 2003].  

 

1.1.2. Increasing public accountability and facilitating external 

regulation of the system 

Regardless of potential positive effects on quality improvement and cost containment, 

public disclosure of hospitals‘ data is crucial for increasing accountability of the 

entire health care system, which is largely paid from public money in most countries. 

Especially so in case of large faculty hospitals in Slovakia which are still publicly 

owned and where any kind of accountability is regrettably lacking. It might also 

provide crucial data for identification of national health care priorities, guiding 

national public health policies and highlighting areas in need of regulation. Last but 

not least, these comparative measures might provide invaluable data for 

epidemiological and other public health data for clinical research. [Mannion – 

Goddard, 2003] 

 

1.1.3. Cost-effectiveness improvement 

Other than quality improvement, publication of comparative performance results 

might also serve as a tool for cost control though this is usually not the primary aim.  

 

 

1.2. Review of empirical evidence 

In the previous section we reviewed main theoretical arguments for public disclosure 

of hospitals‘ performance measurements.  But, crucial question is, do these 

theoretical assumptions hold in real life? Empirical evidence on the actual effect of 

the public reporting and performance data is mixed at best. There are several aspects 

that need to be considered: 

 

 Do people/physicians/hospitals/purchasers use the reports? Does reporting 

change how and which hospitals are selected by the consumers? 

 

 Does the reporting have effect on activity exerted by the hospitals? Change of 

behavior, processes? 
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 Most difficult question, does the reporting have effect on the outcomes of 

care? On the quality? 

 

 How reliable are performance and quality indicators? Do they report 

consistent results? 

 

 

1.2.1. Focus on consumers: does public reporting affect selection of 

hospital? 

Public disclosure of hospitals‘ data is aimed primarily at the final consumer of health 

services – the patient. Evidence up-to-date suggests that despite the fact that 

consumers do want more information on the providers‘ performance (Edgman-

Levitan and Cleary, 1996; Hibbard and Jewett, 1997; Robinson and Mollyann, 1997), 

it has only very limited impact on their decision making. 

 

In one of the early reports, Mennemeyer et al. (1997) examined the impact of Health 

Care Financing Administration mortality rates on utilization rates on individual 

hospitals. He found very small effect – hospitals that had twice as high mortality rates 

as expected recorded one less discharge per week following public release of the 

data. Interestingly, he also noted that press publication of anecdotal story of one death 

in hospital had a rather large effect on the utilization – 9% reduction in hospital 

discharges in the following year.  

 

A number of papers (Hannat et al, 1994; Chassin, 2002) focused on the New York 

State Cardiac Surgery Reporting System – one of the first public reports available and 

one of the best documented one up-to-date. None of the papers found any significant 

impact on the volume of CABG surgeries performed in the low or high performing 

hospitals. Furthermore, Schneider and Epstein (1998) went deeper and investigated 

decision making at the consumer level. They found that as little as 12% of patient 

undergoing CABG surgery were aware of the existence of  performance reports and 

only 1% admitted that these reports had any influence on their choice of 

surgeon/hospital.  

 

In the same vein, papers studying other reporting systems (Baker et al, 2003; Hibbard 

et al., 2005) found no meaningful impact on the rate of utilization. One of the few 

studies that actually identified some impact - Romano and Zhou (2004) found only 
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short-term change in the volume of CABG procedures performed in both the low and 

high mortality outliers. [Shekelle et al, 2008] 

 

A number of reasons have been proposed as possible explanations of these less than 

encouraging findings. Mannion and Goddard (2003) summarized the proposed 

alternatives: „a limited window of opportunity to search for clinical information 

between the onset of illness and the need for health care (Hibbard et al 1996); 

comprehension problems, for example interpreting whether high or low rates on an 

indicator show good performance (Vaiana & McGlynn 2002) and difficulties around 

understanding technical terms and quantitative data (Robinson & Brodie 1997); a 

general lack of ‘trust’ in the data provided by government agencies (Bentley & Nash 

1998); a predilection for making decisions on the basis of informal information 

supplied by family and friends, rather than official documents (Mennemeyer et al . 

1997); fatalism, ‘when it is your time to die there is nothing anyone can do’ (Hibbard 

& Jewett 1997); and a lack of motivation stemming from a perceived limited choice 

of alternative providers within a reasonable travelling distance of home (Schneider & 

Epstein 1998)“.  

 

While all of these might be right to some extent, most of the aforementioned 

problems are probably caused by irrelevancy of reported indicators to its intended 

recipient – the consumer. Experience shows that consumers define „quality“ in 

different terms than the experts. For example, Kaiser Family Foundation found that 

consumer is most of all interested in financial affordability, doctor’s professional 

qualifications and accessibility of care [Hibbard and Sofaer, 2010]. Instead of these 

information, consumer is presented with information on 30-day in-hospital risk-

adjusted mortality on CABG or performance of the hospital on the indicator that 

monitors administration of beta-blockers within 30 minutes of admission for cardio 

patients. Additionally, he is cautioned to consider these data cautiously because there 

is always a degree of uncertainty in statistical data. An effort should be made to 

bridge this gap between needs of consumers, which are not unreasonable, and the 

actual content of report cards.  

 

Even more disconcerting is the second major finding of the research on the 

preferences of consumers – rather than technical information compiled by experts, 

consumers give preference to ratings by other patients – patient satisfaction surveys. 

Even these, however, are not ultimately reliable source of information, because 

consumers would like to know opinion of those who are like them – therefore the 

single most trusted source of information on quality of health care are family and 
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friends: „Word-of-mouth information from families and friends was viewed as more 

trustworthy than summary satisfaction scores“ [Edgman-Levitan and Cleary, 1996]. 

Multiple researchers confirmed this finding, including for example Mennemeyer et 

al. (1997).  

 

This last finding calls into question, yet again, the assumption of classical economy 

of homo economicus - rational utility-maximizers seeking to systematically improve 

their well-being. Proposing programs and setting the course of action based on this 

erroneous paradigm is not only very useless but also very costly. A point in the case: 

no evidence has been found up-to-date in support of the assumption that you only 

need to release data on hospital performance, and consumers will do the rest of the 

work because it makes sense for them to do so. Effort should be made to either 

incorporate findings from behavioral economics into the design of performance data 

for the consumer audience (user friendly presentation of information, simplification, 

etc) or to focus on other audiences altogether. 

 

 

1.2.2. Focus on providers: does public reporting encourage change of 

behaviour? 

A number of papers  (Chassin, 2002; Longo et al., 1997)  suggested that health care 

providers are responsive to publication of comparative data, especially so when the 

provider is identified as a poor performer in certain areas. Indeed, following release 

of public data, some hospitals took measures to improve their results, such as 

implementation of quality assurance programmes, retraining of staff, closer 

monitoring of performance of physicians, introduction of car seat programs and 

nursing education in obstetric hospitals [Shekelle, 2008]. Particularly interesting was 

a set of studies conducted by Hibbard, Stockard and Tusler (2003, 2005) because they 

compared impact on hospitals that received only confidential feedback or none 

whatsoever and on hospitals who had their performance results released publicly. 

They found significant difference in the intensity of quality enhancing activities in 

favor of those hospitals that were subject to public scrutiny. It seems that concern 

about public image is a particularly strong driver of positive change in the hospitals, 

even without external incentives: „An intrinsic professional competitiveness on the 

part of the provider organizations, based on a desire to be seen to be performing 

well, might therefore be just as important a motivator as economic gain.“ [Marshall 

et al., 2000] 
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Yet, not all researchers agree on the positive influence of public reporting on quality 

improvement activities, for example Luce et al. (1996)  found no changes in the 

affected hospitals, neither did Mannion and Goddard (2003), a first study on the 

effect of public reporting outside of the US. Not only did they fail to detect positive 

impact of clinical indicators in Scotland, they also investigated why this is so and 

found two major obstacles: 1) published data were not viewed favorably in terms of 

credibility and timeliness and 2) lack of incentives in the UK where the ability of 

purchasers of healh care and consumers to choose alternative providers is rather 

limited compared to the highly competitive market in the US. This study therefore 

suggests that publication of performance reports can induce quality improvements as 

long as the health care market is reasonably competitive.  

 

A different approach was taken by Haffner et al. (2011) who led structured focus-

group interviews with hospital staff in 29 randomly selected hospitals in order to find 

out their perceptions of the practice of publicly reporting performance data. He found 

that these data: „i) led to increased involvement of leadership 

in performance improvement; ii) created a sense of accountability to both internal 

and external customers; iii) contributed to a heightened awareness of performance 

measure data throughout the hospital; iv) influenced or re-focused organizational 

priorities; v) raised concerns about data quality and vi) led to questions about 

consumer understanding of performance reports“. It seems that the practice of 

public reports at the very least succeeded in motivating hospitals to become more 

aware of their overall performance and performance in relation to their peers. It 

helped to focus their care improvement activities at those areas that were found 

particularly problematic. Concerns about the quality of data and problems associated 

with utilization of these data by consumers, who might misinterpret these, need to be 

addressed in order to improve impact of public reporting. 

 

Research on the responsiveness of providers to public reporting, however, revealed 

also dark side to this practice. Commonly cited objection to publication of 

comparative data states that good results in ratings might be achieved via 3 strategies: 

1) improvements in quality 2) rejection of high-risk patients and 3) gaming strategies, 

of which most important is manipulation of reported data (phenomenon known as 

„DRG creep“ is one of the examples). Only the first strategy is desirable, 

unfortunately, it is also the most difficult one to implement – it is much more easier 

to change reported data than to decrease mortality. Papers by Werner and Asch 

(2005) and Narins et al. (2005) all found evidence about increased reluctance of 
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doctors to care for high-risk patients following introduction of New York Cardiac 

Surgery Reporting System. [Shekelle, 2008]. Similarly, regarding the third strategy, 

when studying the impact of public reports on hospital outcomes – mortality 

specifically, Baker et al. (2002) found that improvements in in-hospital mortality 

were offset by increases in mortality of discharged patients. Hospitals simply 

improved their scores by discharging those patients that were about to die. Another 

option is to keep alive seriously ill patients with no prospect of actually getting better 

only to escape the clause of 30-day mortality [Normand and Shahian,  2007]. 

 

 

1.2.3. Focus on quality: does public reporting have effect on the 

outcomes of care? 

The final question is the most important one because we argued at the beginning of 

this chapter that quality improvement is the single most important reason behind the 

idea of public disclosure of performance data. Not surprisingly, evidence is 

particularly contradictory on this issue. One of the problems, according to Shekelle et 

al. (2008), is attributing causality of recorded quality improvements in mortality rates 

to public release of performance data because at the same time poor performing 

providers improved their scores, so did everyone else. When this factor was 

considered, most of studies detected only very moderate or no positive effect on 

health outcomes. For example, while Hannan (1994) reported reductions in mortality 

in New York in one paper, in the following he found that mortality rates for ALL 

hospitals and surgeons improved, even though admittedly, best improvements were 

observed in the originally worst providers. Similarly Cutler et al (2004)   and Baker et 

al (2002) found no effect on health outcomes once the trend of universal quality 

improvement was controlled for. Other than that, it were primarily earlier studies that 

found evidence of positive impact on health outcomes (Longo et al., 1997 for 

example) who was one of the few ones who focused on a parameter other than 

mortality following CABG surgery in New York – he found improvement in high-

risk infant transfer (implementation of car seat program and formal transfer 

arrangements) and very low birth weight infants in obstetrics departments. More 

recent papers failed to confirm this positive impact with the exception of Hibbard et 

al (2005) who found that obstetrics departments subject to public reporting were 

more likely to improve scores received on patient safety measures. 
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These results do not seem overly supportive of the notion that public reporting 

encourages improvements in health care. However, while the review of evidence 

revealed negligible effects on the outcomes of care in terms of such complex 

measures as mortality rates, there seems to be an indication that improvements were 

recorded in the process of delivery of health care – see studies by Hibbard et al 

(2005) and Longo et al (1997). Similar conclusion was also reached by Canadian 

study done by Jack Tu on the effects of the reporting initiative EFFECT (evaluating 

cardiac treatment) who concluded that: „We saw some really important changes at 

the local hospital level and galvanized more than half of participating hospitals to 

improve care.“ [Tu et al., 2009]. The study analyzed 86 hospitals that were randomly 

allocated to either receiving early (before publication of the results) or delayed 

feedback (after public release of the data). Among the improvements identified by the 

study was reduced door-to-balloon times, better care of cardiac patients in the 

operating theatres, greater use of ACE blockers and angiotensin-receptor blockers or 

higher probability of performing rescue PCI (percutaneous coronary intervention).  

 

 

1.2.4. Validity and reliability of performance measurement. Do the 

ratings yield consistent results? 

There is one remaining issue that needs to be covered regarding the rationale for 

engagement in the practice of public performance and quality ratings. So far we 

covered the evidence of whether consumers and providers use these reports (no and 

yes) and whether they affect the outcomes of care (mixed results). But before making 

the final decision on the benefits of this practice, we need to consider how accurately 

are we able to identify and quantify quality differences between individual 

providers. Do the ratings  and indicators they are based on truly reflect actual 

differences between hospitals? There are numerous issues that need to be considered 

and I will elaborate on these in more detailed in the next chapter on the methodology, 

but first, let us look at the studies that examined consistency of various performance 

ratings compiled with different methodologies. 

 

Literature review reveals that different estimates are largely inconsistent. Study by 

Shahian et al. (2010) compared results of four different models (compiled by four 

different entities – independent vendors that offer these models commercially to 

hospitals for internal quality assessment) designed to predict in-hospital mortality for 

hospitals in Massachusetts based on data of acute care hospitals for three years. 
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Researchers then compared outputs of these models, primarily focusing on the 

identification of the best and worst performers and concluded that all four methods 

yielded substantially different results. Particularly worrisome is the finding that 12 

out of 28 hospitals were categorized as having above-average in-hospital mortality by 

one method while classified as having below-average mortality by other two 

methods. The study concluded that these inconsistencies might have been caused by 

either different statistical methods (weak reliability), particularly different exclusion 

criteria for patients, diagnosis and hospital types that resulted into substantially 

different patient populations being evaluated (only 1/5 of discharges that were 

included in all 4 methods) or by the fundamental error in the supposed link between 

hospital-wide mortality and quality of care (weak validity) (for more details on both  

main methodological problems that affect the results and using mortality as quality 

indicator, see methodology section). Another study, similar in design, Stausberg, 

Halim and Färber (2011) also found unsettling lack of consistency in identification of 

top and worst performers by different methodological designs: when either the set of 

indicators or reference values changed, half of the hospitals in the study sample 

shifted from inferior to superior or the other way around. However, somehow 

positive was the finding that when various aspects of quality were taken together 

(patient safety, mortality, length of stay), results were rather robust. Problems started 

when only one measure of quality was used to judge the overall quality of care in 

hospitals.  

 

 

1.2.5. Summary 

Results of the literature review differ substantially according to target audience of the 

reports – consumers or expert audiences - doctors, hospital management, third-party 

payers. Empirical evidence is rather unambiguous on the effect, or lack thereof, of 

public performance results on consumers‘ decision making – there is little to none 

effect, consumers use ratings only sporadically because they do not understand and/or 

trust the data. There exist strategies to mitigate impact of adverse factors that prevent 

higher utilization of performance data by consumers – providing useful consumer 

data (parking spaces availability, fees, waiting times, etc.) together with performance 

and quality indicators, simplification of the final consumer reports (aggregation of 

indicators into a few easily understandable quality dimensions), reporting on those 

aspects of health care quality that interest consumers (doctors qualification, patient 

satisfaction scores), user-friendly graphical presentation of data (so that they can be 
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immediately understood) and ensuring high credibility of the data source 

(independent sources and ideally public endorsement by some credible trusted 

authority that helps not only with the credibility problem but also provides wider 

dissemination of the report among consumers).  

 

From this point onwards, however, I will focus on another target audience – the 

experts. Evidence shows that hospitals are rather responsive to the data, primarily if 

they operate in sufficiently competitive market, assessment is mandatory and/or good 

performance is rewarded (such as in P4P schemes). Credibility of the published data 

is also very important – ideally an independent trustworthy source should be used. If 

the data are not trusted by the providers, they might either ignore them (as was the 

case in Scottish public reporting project) or even worse, they might completely block 

the effort as was the case in 2005 in New York state, when the attorney general’s 

office asked UnitedHealthcare insurance company to halt its planned introduction of 

providers‘ ranking [New York Times, 2007]. 

 

Impact of the public report cards on quality improvement is more ambiguous, some 

studies found no improvement in the outcomes of health care, while others identified 

some limited impact. In agreement with findings  that publication of performance 

data stimulates more performance-oriented activity in the hospitals, process of the 

delivery of health care appears to improve in response to the feedback provided by 

the public data. We can therefore conclude that while there is little evidence of 

quality improvement at the system-wide level, such as mortality, it provides an 

excellent tool for those providers that do want to improve and they can do so by 

focusing on processes in the areas identified as problematic by the performance 

reports. Moreover, increase in the accountability and transparency of previously 

closed-off sector alone is well worth the effort.    

 

One area of concern remains and that is the lack of consistency of various 

performance measurement methodologies. Any comparative data need to be released 

and/or used for selective contracting/rewarding only very cautiously and the 

methodology used for calculations needs to be assessed for consistency with other 

reports if available, if not, sensitivity analysis of the indicators must be performed. 

Holistic approach is preferred – measuring several dimensions of quality rather than 

only one indicator. Compilation of ranking is also very tricky – while consumers 

might welcome such clear-cut and easily understandable presentation of information, 

we saw that even identification of superior and inferior providers fluctuated widely. 
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Degree of error in case of ranking from the best to the worst provider is bound to be 

much higher.  
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2. Description of the current practice 

of performance and quality 

measurement in Slovakia 
 

In addition to problems and issues described in the previous section that concern 

quality assessment in general, implementation in any given region always has to 

consider local context. In this section, features and issues relevant to hospital 

profiling in Slovakia will be reviewed.  

 

 Situation in Slovakia is unique by the fact that there exists competition both on the 

health insurance market – multiple health funds operate in Slovakia, and on the health 

care providers market – health funds can engage in selective contracting and 

consumer can freely choose his/her provider and yet there is precious little effort at 

evaluating and comparing these health care actors. Given the severity of information 

asymmetry problem in health care setting, this is a serious shortcoming because you 

cannot achieve truly competitive market with all its benefits unless you come up with 

a way of separating good insurance funds from the bad ones and excellent hospitals 

from those that are more likely to harm you than cure you. It is aim of this thesis to 

explore options for correcting this deficiency. 

 

 

2.1. Current state of affairs 

 

2.1.1. Official framework 

Officially, legislative framework that incorporates quality indicators of healthcare 

providers does exist –  §7 of the act no. 581/2004 on health insurance companies 

specifically mentions quality indicators as one of the parameters health insurance 

companies are legally obliged to use during the process of contract negotiation with 

healthcare providers (ranking of the providers is used for setting reimbursements). 

Quality indicators can also provide legal grounds for discontinuation of contract with 

healthcare provider in cases when deviation from quality standards is significant and 

consistent and is confirmed by audit of the quality of delivered  health care (§11). 

Health insurance companies are obliged to publish specific criteria for signing 
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contracts on their websites at least once every 9 months and they need to include both 

types of criteria mentioned by the act: 1) personnel and technical resources of the 

provider and 2) quality indicators (§4). Quality indicators are designed in order to 

cover several dimensions of health care quality: accessibility of health care, 

efficiency of resource utilization, efficiency and appropriateness of health care 

delivery, patient satisfaction and outcomes of health care.  

 

Definition of indicators and acceptable deviation is published separately by 

governmental decree no.752/2004 Z.z, later updated by governmental decree no. 

51/2009 Z.z. and methods of calculation is set by decree of the ministry of health 

care. See Table 1 for the structure of the list of quality indicators as defined by the 

governmental decree and table 2 for the list of indicators defined for inpatient care. 

 
Figure 1. Example of a quality indicator as defined by governmental decree 51/2009 Z.z. 

 

 
Figure 2. List of official indicators for inpatient sector 

 

 

Judging by the legislative framework, it might not be immediately apparent why there 

is a problem with performance and quality assessment of health care providers in 

Slovakia: the list of indicators more or less corresponds to what constitutes a good 

practice abroad and health insurance companies are obliged by law to publish these 

indicators and use them for selective reimbursement and contracting. Unfortunately, 

there are three main problems that hamper usefulness of the official quality 

indicators: 1) methodology of calculation is absolutely insufficient for any 

Provider type
Dimension of 

health care 
Indicator name

Indicator 

description
Time frame

Indicator level and acceptable 

deviation
Data source

Numerator

Denominator

Structure of the list of quality indicators as defined by the governmental decree 51/2009 Z.z. 

Inpatient care 

provider

Outcomes of 

health care

Hospital wide 

mortality
1 year

Level 0: Value above 2 times 

standard deviation from the mean

Level 1: Value within 2 times 

standard deviation from the mean 

Level 2: Value lower than 2 times 

standard deviation from the mean

health insurance 

companies from 

providers

Hospital wide mortality Readmission overal within 30 days 

Mortality after percutaneous coronary 

intervention

Readmission - overal within 90 days 

Mortality after femoral bone fracture Re-operation

Mortality on AMI  - acute admission (age 

35 - 74 years) 

Readmission on J45.0 (Pneumony) 

Mortality after stroke Decubity

Mortality after hip replacement surgery Nozocomial infection

Mortality after surgery Operability

Mortality after interventions Patient satisfaction

Maternal mortality

List of indicators for inpatient care
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meaningful comparison of the outcomes of care across providers 2) problem of low-

quality unreliable data and lack of detailed data in the sector of inpatient care. 

 

2.1.2. Methodology 

Each insurance company calculates the set of indicators separately and sends the 

calculated values to UDZS (The Healthcare Surveillance Authority). Results are 

published separately for each insurance company, no overall evaluation of the 

indicators is performed by UDZS. Furthermore, presentation of data on health 

insurance websites is such, that you cannot compare 2-3 providers against each other 

because no exact values are published. That means that the quality indicators are used 

primarily for contract negotiation, if at all. Usefulness for consumer is practically nil. 

 

As the primary aim of governmental quality indicators is differentiation of health care 

providers for the purposes of health care purchasing, methodology is a huge problem. 

There is no standardization employed, not even for age and sex, to account for 

different risk structures of patient populations of individual health care providers. The 

methodology completely disregards any issues of statistical significance – no 

confidence intervals are calculated to account for uncertainty in the data. Problematic 

is also definition of deviation from accepted standard: 2 standard deviations from 

mean value is a huge amount of tolerance – it can identify only absolute outliers, 

most providers fall within the accepted band. Differentiation of health care providers 

is therefore insufficient. No summary scores are calculated, making overall 

comparison of health care quality very difficult.  

 

2.1.3. Data problems 

Problem of insufficient and unreliable data presents a major obstacle to any attempt at 

provider profiling in Slovakia. Quality indicators are based primarily on the claims 

data submitted by health care providers to the heath insurance company in order to 

receive reimbursement for the health services provided to the insurees. Nature of the 

insurance claims is standardized by the regulation of UDZS - Methodological 

directive no. 9/5/2006 Electronic processing and reporting of health services by the 

health care providers, last updated in July 2011. In case of inpatient care, type of 

information reported to the insurance company is determined heavily by the specific 

nature of the reimbursement process in Slovakia – inpatient care is reimbursed using 

case-based system. Hospital is paid per completed hospitalization of a patient 
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according to the specialization of the department and type of hospital regardless of 

such parameters as the length of stay, severity of the patient’s condition or the type of 

procedures actually provided (operations, examinations,…). Administrative data 

based on insurance claims therefore does include only minimum information on what 

health services were supplied – most importantly, claims report form does not include 

specification of what type of operation was performed (with the exception of those 

operations that have to be monitored for the purposes of maintaining waiting lists), 

which drugs were administered and when or which examinations were provided. In 

other words, once the patient is admitted to the hospital, the purchaser looses track of 

any and all treatment provided to the patient other than getting rough information 

about his movement between hospital departments. Consequently, we cannot 

calculate any process indicators to monitor adherence to evidence-based clinical 

guidelines, only the outcome indicators with limited risk-adjustment. See Appendix 1 

for a list of information that should be included in the claims data (but many of the 

information not essential for reimbursement are not reported consistently). 

Even more troublesome is the quality (or lack thereof) of those information about 

patient that are being reported to the insurance companies – namely diagnosis and 

comorbidities, both of which are fundamental for risk-adjustment. Because hospitals 

are not being reimbursed for case-mix of treated patients that would reflect severity 

of the patient’s conditions, there is no motivation to invest any effort into reporting 

such data as co-morbidities at the admission or even major diagnosis. Similarly, there 

is no incentive to report data on patient safety and incidence of adverse events as 

these information are not related to reimbursement. Patient safety indicators, such as 

decubity or nosocomial infections which are usually essential part of any health care 

quality measurement, are therefore very unreliable in Slovakia. To illustrate the point, 

a large minority of hospitals does not even report on the mandatory adverse events 

reporting to UDZS or reported a total of zero adverse events [UDZS, 2011: pp. 39-

41]. 

Another problem is caused by the common practice of splitting hospitalizations into 

several ones in order to increase reimbursement by the insurance company as hospital 

is paid per one case hospitalized regardless of the length of stay. Naturally, it makes 

more sense to record 3 separate hospitalizations, each lasting 2 days rather than 1 six 

day hospitalization. In order to have the claim approved by the insurance company, 

the patient is either moved to another department within the same hospital or another 

option is agreement between two hospitals – smaller hospital A prepares the patient 

fot the operation, larger hospital B then operates on the patient and hospital A then 

admits the patient again for post-operative care. Consequently it becomes rather 
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difficult to measure such seemingly simple indicators as length of stay or when 

measuring mortality, smaller hospital A might be misclassified as underperformer 

because its records show unexplained mortality – patients who die following 

operation in hospital B. 

It will be the aim of my thesis to search for ways of how to deal with these problems 

and gain the best possible estimate of providers‘ quality given the data available at 

the moment and how it could evolve in light of envisioned introduction of DRG 

payment mechanism. 
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3. Methodological considerations 

Health care providers‘ profiling is becoming increasingly common, often tied in with 

various reimbursement mechanisms (such as pay-for-performance), yet evidence on 

reliability of hospital profiling is very unsettling (for details see section 1.2.4.). 

Attention therefore must be paid to careful design of methodology in order to ensure 

robust results. In the following section I will briefly review main methodological 

considerations that need to be taken into account when designing hospital profiling 

with particular focus on mortality as a measure of quality. For a good summary of 

methodological issues in hospital profiling see Shahian et al. (2012). 

 

3.1. Choice of indicators 

We can distinguish three types of quality indicators as defined by Avenis Donabedian 

[Donabedian (1980)] – structure, process and outcome measures. Examples of 

structural measures include implementation of quality and review processes, nursing 

ratios and use of IT and other advance technology. Commonly used structure 

indicator is volume of procedures performed in the institution or per doctor. There is 

strong evidence that sufficient experience of doctors and nurses can be only achieved 

if a minimum volume of procedures is performed regularly – a study by Dr. Foster 

Intelligence -  an independent UK initiative that regularly publishes UK hospital 

guide found that „death rate is reduced from 13 percent to eight percent when 

hospitals are doing more than 35 AAA procedures a year
2
“ [Dr. Foster Intelligence, 

2011]. 

Process indicators assume existence of clinical guidelines that reflect best practice 

knowledge of how the care should be delivered. Process measures are rather common 

as they are relatively easy to measure
3
 – they reflect adherence to certain prescribed 

processes, such as administration of beta-blockers prior to surgery in order to reduce 

risk of myocardial infarction
4
. No risk-adjustment or complex statistical methods are 

required to filter away variability in outcomes not caused by quality of delivered care. 

However, validity of the indicator is heavily dependent on the reporting quality of the 

                                                           
2
 abdominal aortic aneurysm 

3
 even as they are usually rather costly to develop, they necessitate development of clinical 

guidelines, often on the basis of clinican trials 
4
 for more process indicators see for example AHRQ website, Care Quality Commission U.K. or NICE 

that develops process indicators particularly for ambulatory care 
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hospitals and even more problematic is the fact that process measures have 

a tendency to focus attention on few specific areas/problems rather than evaluating 

overall quality of care: „however, there is some concern that excessive emphasis on 

achieving compliance with process measures...might lead to unnecessary screening 

procedures or treatments, or that they might conflict with a physician’s best judgment 

or patient preference“ [Normand and Shahian, 2007]. 

In the end, however, it is the outcome measures that we really want to measure, 

usually defined in terms of mortality or patient safety indicators such as incidence of 

preventable complications of care. Application of this approach to quality 

measurement, however, necessitates very careful risk-adjustment to account for case-

mix of patients treated by the individual hospitals as well as techniques that can filter 

away variation in outcomes caused by chance. The main areas of concern regarding 

methodology of measuring outcomes are following: data sources, reference 

population (exclusion criteria), choice of indicators and observational period, 

selection of factors for risk-adjustment and heterogeneity of hospitals caused among 

other things by clustering of patients (i.e. non-independence of observations) and 

various sample sizes of patient populations. 

 

3.2. Data sources 

Source and quality of data is  a crucial precondition for any succefsful statistical 

analysis. Profiling is usually done on administrative data – most readily available 

are claims data (see section 2.1.1.2. for description of claims data in Slovakia). In 

certain cases, these data are supplemented by clinical databases which significantly 

improve predictive ability of the models (see for example Tu et al. (1997)). 

Regarding the most common source of data – claims data, major concern is that their 

quality is heavily influenced by coding conventions in particular hospitals and 

precision of their recording (particularly in terms of diagnosis and comorbidities) and 

the fact that providers might have strong incentives to code claims data in certain way 

if these have impact on their reimbursement – such as diagnosis upcoding in case of 

DRG payment mechanisms. We are very likely to observe similar behaviour if the 

risk-adjustment mechanism is published (in order to increase credibility of the 

profiling efforts) including diagnosis codes of diagnosis categories and comorbidities 

used in the prediction model. Coding conventions should also be taken into account 

when importing models developed in other health care systems. Diagnosis codes that 

define certain conditions might differ significantly from region to region and should 
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always be validated before using  (such as in the case of commonly used Charlson 

comorbidity score to code for comorbidities that comes with a list of diagnosis 

categories and diagnosis codes).  

 

3.3. Choice of indicators and observational period 

Various approaches exists on how to define mortality indicators, the basic distinction 

being made between hospital-wide and diagnosis/procedure specific mortality. In 

order to increase homogeneity of evaluated cases, it is often recommended to focus 

on a particular condition or procedure [Shahian et al., 2012]. Quite popular is 

mortality following coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) as there is strong 

evidence for the existence of link between quality of care and outcomes in terms of 

survival – it is a complex procedure, yet if done properly, survival rates can be high 

[Normand et al., 2007]. At the same time it is a rather common procedure ensuring 

that we have a sufficient number of cases per hospital to allow for statistical testing. 

The downside is that such specific indicators capture only a minority of patients 

treated by the hospitals and furthermore, these measures rarely work without 

including any clinical indicators such as ejection fraction value in case of CABG 

[Normand et al., 2007]. Many of the smaller hospitals might not perform such 

procedures at all. In Slovakia, situation is further complicated by the fact that claims 

data do not include procedure codes (with the exception of operations for which 

official waiting lists exist
5
).  

Therefore, next level of mortality indicators is a little less specific – mortality in high-

risk diagnosis, mortality in low-risk diagnosis, death after surgery or death after 

planned (as opposed to acute) hospitalization. These mid-level indicators are 

attempting to balance the trade-off between homogeneity of evaluated cases and 

ability to draw conclusions on the overall quality of the hospital, not only quality of 

one surgical team or hospital ward. For example Canadian Institute for Health 

Information calculates surgical hospital standardized mortality rates [CIHI (2012)]. 

Finally, there is the hospital-wide mortality that estimates mortality across all the 

patients hospitalized in the particular hospital. This is by far the most controversial 

indicator as the level of heterogeneity it has to deal with is substantially larger than in 

                                                           
5
 Unfortunately, my data did not include information about procedure codes at all, nevertheless, I 

attempted to identify operations that included implantation of artificial joints as special medical 
materials, such as artificial joints, are reported on the claims separately. 
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case of more specific indicators – somehow the comparison has to be made across 

different diagnosis and in many cases the link between short-term mortality and 

quality of care is not established or simply does not exist [Shahian et al., 2011]. 

Various steps can be taken in order to decrease heterogeneity of cases included in 

hospital-wide mortality including exclusion of certain types of hospital episodes 

(oncological or trauma patients) or criterion to include only those diagnosis that 

account for at least 80% of deaths in the hospital.  

 

Yet another dimension that needs to be considered when selecting indicators is the 

time period for which mortality should be assessed. Commonly used are in-hospital 

mortality or 30-day mortality, occasionally even 90-day mortality. Difference is 

crucial as hospitals might differ in their post-acute care options: some might 

discharge the patient to other institutions or home while other have limited options of 

discharging patient (no nursing homes in the vicinity) and have to keep him in acute 

beds and others might have departments of palliative care on their own. Hospitals 

also vary in distribution of treated cases and consequently, differences might arise in 

the likelihood of in-hospital death as opposed to long-term death. Shahian also argues 

that with our increasing ability of keeping alive very severe cases, indicator of acute-

care in-hospital mortality becomes obsolete. [Shahian et al., 2012] Furthermore, the 

risk of gaming is high once the methodology is published: hospitals would be 

motivated to transfer difficult risky cases to other hospitals or discharge them 

prematurely in order to avoid in-hospital death.  

 

3.4. Exclusion criteria 

Definition of episodes and patients that are included (i.e. excluded) in the profiling 

methodology can significantly affect results. For example, study by Shahian et al. 

(2010) cited differences in patient cohorts as one of the main reasons behind large 

differences in results by various hospital performance measurement methods. After 

reviewing approaches of the four methods, they found that only 1/5 of all episodes 

was included in the analysis by all four methods. Shahian observes that these 

differences in patient populations reflect willingness of the profilers to tolerate in 

their models different levels of uncertainty in the association between mortality and 

hospital quality.  

Among the episodes that are often excluded from the analysis are cases designated as 

end of life care – patients who are admitted to the hospital to die. Other possible 
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exclusions are trauma cases, oncological patients, but also newborns, episodes with 

length of stay exceeding 1 year or cases with „do not resuscitate“ on admission. 

Similarly, decision needs to be made regarding hospital eligibility – there are various 

types of hospitals including general acute care hospitals, cancer centres, children’s 

hospitals, heart institutes, even nursing homes and hospices. Inclusion of exclusion of 

certain types of hospital might significantly change mortality rates and predictions 

from the mortality model. It is therefore common to define peer groups – hospitals 

that are in certain respects alike and can be meaningfully compared between each 

other. For example CIHI hospital profiling distinguishes between small, medium and 

large community hospitals based on a number of patient-level and hospital-level 

characteristics including teaching status, number of inpatient cases and inpatient days 

and complexity of case (weighted number of inpatient cases). Specialty institutions 

are excluded altogether [CIHI (2012)]. 

 

3.5. Risk-adjustment 

Regardless of the choice of mortality criterion, risk-adjustment allowing for particular 

patient-mix in the hospitals is crucial. Hospitals that treat mostly uncomplicated 

appendectomies can hardly be compared with hospitals that specialize in treating 

abdominal aneurysms or with hospitals that treat appendectomies as well, but do so in 

a region populated by elderly who suffer from multitude of health problems (due to 

for example location of mines or factories in the past).  

Selection of the variables to use in the model for risk-adjustment must be done very 

carefully in order not to sacrifice validity in favor of good predictive power of the 

model [Normand et al., 2007]. This might happen if we confuse comorbidities for 

complications of care, adjusting for the length of stay, using diagnosis and 

comorbidities coded at the discharge from the hospital rather than admission and 

even inclusion of socioeconomic indicators must be carefully considered. We might 

filter away differences caused by different quality of hospital care. Such  would be 

the case should we include length of stay group to approximate severity of the case – 

length of stay can be influenced by the severity of the patient’s condition just as 

easily as by complications of care caused by low quality of provided care (infections, 

pneumonia, etc.). Another example when risk-adjustment is not desirable is the 

address of the patient – while it is true that patients from certain regions might have 

lower/higher probability of dying, different mortalities in certain regions might be 
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caused by the hospitals themselves rather than by the patients – if there are only one 

or two hospitals in the region and all are low-quality, mortality rates in the region will 

be predictably higher.    

Risk factors that are commonly used in the hospital-wide mortality modelling usually 

include several dimensions. Listed below are examples of indicators that are often 

used in hospital profiling efforts: 

 socio-demographic factors including age, sex and address of the patient, 

some proxy for socioeconomic status (in the UK  so-called Carstairs index of 

deprivation is used that includes four variables – low social class, lack of car 

ownership, male unemployment and overcrowding), disability status; 

 diagnosis categories and procedure codes (decision needs to be made as to 

whether include diagnosis at the admission or at the discharge and diagnosis 

codes need to be recoded into some meaningful aggregated diagnosis 

categories); 

 clinical variables if available (BMI, blood glucose levels,...); 

 comorbidities – conditions present at the time of admission that might affect 

results of care (most common are Charlson comorbidity and Elixhauser 

index); 

 severity of the episode: ideally if severity of the episode can be estimated, for 

example episode grouper software such Thomson Reuters are able to 

construct severity scores. If such measures are not available, various proxies 

can be used including mode of admission to the hospital – emergency or other 

or transfer between hospitals; 

 past use of healthcare services (past (emergency) hospitalizations, overall 

costs, costs  for medications,...); 

 other relevant factors such as dummy variable for surgical procedure, 

history of substance abuse of psychiatric problems or dummy variable for 

palliative care if these cases are not excluded. 

 

3.6. Large datasets and modelling rare events 

While it is true that more observations are usually considered good news due to the 

Central Limit Theorem, in certain cases large datasets might cause some problems. 
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Importantly, as the number of observations increases, all (or most) of the p-values are 

significant even as they are of little importance as they explain very little of the actual 

variability in the outcome of interest – in other words, some of the statistics lose their 

information value [Cerrito, 2010]. For example, diagnosis variable for malignant 

melanoma of skin DGN025 has mortality of 5.4% (more than twice as high as overall 

in-hospital mortality) and consequently has significant p-value of 0.000. However, 

only 25 patients with these diagnosis died out of overall number of deaths of 9 762, 

meaning that it explains all of a 0.26% of deaths, becoming virtually meaningless in 

the model. Similarly, Hosmer-Lemeshow test that is recommended as better measure 

of fit for logistic regression models  than various R-squared statistics looses its 

usefulness with increasing sample size  because it interprets even small differences 

between predicted and observed outcomes  as significant deviation – no matter what 

you do, particularly when you wish for a reasonably parsimonious model, this test 

will reject the hypothesis of a good fit of your model [University of Strathclyde, 

2012].  

Second problem concerns modelling of rare events (events with lower than 10% 

probability). Precision of estimates from standard statistical models is decreasing as 

the error of the estimates increases and of course, size of the error if directly 

correlated to the number of events (among others). We must be therefore concerned 

about stability of the estimates when these are used for predictions on independent 

data. Cross-validation is essential in these instances for verification of stability of our 

estimates, but in cases of truly rare events it is recommended to use cross-validation 

not only for verification but also for derivation of the estimates themselves: final 

estimates are averages calculated across repeated sub-samples of data. A rule of 

thumb sometimes used to avoid these problems is a requirement of having a 

minimum of 10 events per variable [Peduzzi et al., 1996]
6
.  

Another issue regarding rare events concerns usefulness of certain statistical 

measures. For example, commonly used measure of model accuracy for logistic 

regression – percentage of cases that were classified correctly becomes practically 

meaningless when dealing with rare events [Cerrito, 2010]. Model-free predictions 

without any explanatory variables yield a very high accuracy rate of 97.49% for in-

hospital mortality - all the episodes with no death outcome are automatically 

classified correctly and as the mortality is only 2.5%, remaining (100-2.5%) of 

                                                           
6
 However, even if number of events is low, this might not necessarily be a problem - as long as 

variance of the data is limited. For example if we are modeling annual hospitals costs and we have a 
dummy variable of women over 90 with only 9 cases and each one of them has costs between 1000-
1005 EUR, estimates will be stable. 
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observations are classified correctly. In this case, even if we compare the overall 

accuracy rate of the final risk-adjustment model with the accuracy rate of the null 

model, results are not particularly encouraging because the remaining accuracy rate is 

increasing only very reluctantly. This low increase in the accuracy prediction ratio is 

caused by the fact that almost none of the actual mortality is predicted in the model – 

the risk of adverse outcomes seems underestimated by this methodology. Therefore, 

we need to test for a presence of bias in the model: phenomenon called „model 

compression“ which occurs when adverse outcomes are underestimated and low-risk 

outcomes are overestimated [Schwartz et al., 2006].  

 

3.7. Non-independence of episodes within hospitals 

Traditional approach to hospital profiling is based on the assumption that there is no 

correlation between episodes at the level of providers – episodes are randomly 

distributed and independent.  Multilevel models, also called mixed effects models are 

able to deal with this issue of clustered observation because they allow for 

dependence in outcomes within hospitals. These models are suitable for situations 

when we expect that two patients randomly selected from one hospital are expected 

to be more alike than two individuals selected from different hospitals. And these 

“group” characteristics are likely to influence the outcomes. If the clustering within 

hospitals are ignored, standard errors of the regression tend to be underestimated and 

p-values might be appear incorrectly significant. [Steele, 2012] 

If clustering of observation is our only concern there exist aletrnatives to multilevel 

modelling, for example marginal models are sometimes used. However, if between-

group variance in itself is of interest, multilevel modelling is the best option because 

it produces estimates of between-hospital variance, which is exactly what we are 

interested in hospital profiling [Steele, 2012]. This variable is usually denoted as τ
2 

and is called random effects – total between-hospital variation beyond chance 

[Lingsma et al, 2010]. Interesting property of these random effects is the fact that 

their estimates are “shrunk” towards the mean [Normand et al, 2007]. This is 

beneficial for dealing with the issue of uneven sample sizes because groups with too 

few observations are drawing on the mean values. At the same these models also deal 

with the issue of statistical uncertainty as is obvious from the definition of random 

effects – “between-hospital variation beyond chance”. 
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4. Data description 

 

Original raw data consisted of three different datasets – data on all hospitalizations in 

the years 2010, 2011 and 1
st
 half of the year 2012, data from medical claims of all the 

hospitalized patients prior to 12 months from their date of admission to the hospital 

and date of death, if applicable, of all the hospitalized patients. Furthermore, data on 

hospitalizations were originally used for different purposes and necessitated a good 

deal of cleaning and recoding since they consisted of thre  separate datasets, each 

with a different structure and selection of variables. In the first part of this section I 

will briefly summarize major problems I encountered and decisions I made in order 

to prepare the final dataset for the analysis. In the second part I will describe all the 

variables that were used in the analysis. 

 

4.1. Preparation of data 

The process of data cleaning and recoding was following: 1) cleaning and recoding 

variables relevant for the purposes of creating “super-spells” of hospitalization cases 

which refers to continuous hospitalizations at one hospital regardless of number of 

transfers 2) cleaning duplicate and overlapping hospitalizations 3) recoding data to 

create hospital “episodes”  4) recoding of variables to reflect super-spells rather than 

ward-level hospitalizations and creation of new variables based on patient ID and 

date of admission to the hospital and 5) finally checking for any remaining problems 

and inconsistencies in the data. 

 

4.1.1. Cleaning data 

 

Duplicate and overlapping observations were identified and dealt with. In the first 

round, duplicate observations for the same patient, hospital, specialty of the hospital 

ward and date of admission and discharge were removed (these duplicate 

observations caused by merging two sources of data to create datasets – HOSPICOM 

and claims data, but also when additional charges in addition to hospital case were 

submitted, such as in case of special medical material, duplicate records might have 

been created in case of incorrect coding by the provider). Other duplicates were 
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caused by merging three separate datasets of hospitalization: a hospital case crossing 

over December, 31
st
 2011 was recorded in two datasets 2010 and 2011 (in case of 

2010 dataset, date of discharge was imputed at December, 31
st
 2011 for all unfinished 

hospitalizations). Some spells have the same date of admission and same ID of the 

patient – this is not valid unless transfer occurred within 24 hours (recoded as 

transfer). In case of overlapping spells I kept the one with longer length of stay if 

possible, but several cases occurred with exactly the same length of stay – in these 

cases one of the overlapping episodes was always on the unit of intensive care and I 

arbitrarily dropped this one
7
.  Newborns

8
 were removed from the data early on as 

they have same identification number as the mother, thus creating overlapping and 

simultaneous hospitalizations. Hospitalizations with missing dates were dropped 

(primarily psychiatric patients) and in obvious cases mistakes in dates were corrected 

(for example 01feb2049 in the dataset 2011 was recoded into 01feb2011). Clean 

dataset contains 476 370 records. 

 

After cleaning data and recoding the spells into episodes (units of observation 

described in the next section), I run some logical controls on the data in order to 

detect any remaining problems. These included for example distribution of age and 

sex for diagnosis of spontaneous birth (O8)
9
, sex of the patients treated at OB/GYN 

department, distribution of age of patients treated at geriatric ward (56-102) and sex 

of the patients with the diagnosis of neoplasm of prostate (C61)
10

. Number of cases 

transferred to and from the hospitals do not match after the end of the recode (52 

more transfers to the hospital than from the hospital) because, as will be explained in 

the next section, I discarded all the hospitalizations shorter than 24hours. If the 

transfer occurred within 24 hours of admission, the record of the transferring hospital 

was dropped.  

 

                                                           
7
 This is probably caused by the reimbursement mechanism – spell at the intensive care unit is not reimbursed in 

case of in-hospital transfers. This might have led to some incorrect records in the claims data. 
8
 Information about the newborns is coded separately in the claims submitted by the provider. These, however, 

did not seem complete as there was a sizeable number of hospitalizations at the neonatology department (code 
051, 194 or 203) that were missing the code for newborn. I tabulated these records with the age of the patients 
calculated on the basis of the ID and found that out of the 3,212 suspicious case 223 cases had 0 age indicating 
that the new ID was already assigned to the newborn and 2,989 cases had age between 15-47 indicating that we 
are indeed dealing with newborns recorded under the mother’s ID.  
9
 I detected 1 error – woman of 65 years with the diagnosis of birth at the surgical department. Diagnosis was 

recoded from the discharge data. 
10

 1 woman - diagnosis was recoded from the discharge data 
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4.1.2. Definition of the unit of analysis – “hospital episode” and 

exclusion criteria 

 

Dataset on hospitalizations includes all the ended hospitalizations in the period 

1.1.2010 – 30.6.2012
11

, with the exception of one-day surgery procedures that are not 

considered.  In the original data, one hospitalization refers to the hospitalization on 

one hospital ward – in case of in-hospital transfers, separate hospitalizations are 

recorded. Data were recoded in such a way as to define one hospital case in terms of 

overall stay in the hospital rather than stay in a single hospital ward – so-called 

“hospital episode” (otherwise we would not be able to evaluate mortality of course). 

Recode of separate hospitalizations into episodes was done via comparisons of date 

of discharge and date of admissions of separate hospitalization for patients with the 

same ID. Numerous variables then had to be recoded to reflect change in the units of 

analysis, where relevant value from the first hospital admission was used (for 

example in the case of dummy variable for planned hospitalization or in case of 

major admitting diagnosis), in other cases if the indicator appeared anytime during 

the super-spell it was recorded (such as in the variable indicating surgical procedure 

or long-term care).  

 

Transfers between hospitals are considered as separate admissions, which is 

somehow problematic when predicting death given that the outcome in transfers from 

the hospital is uniformly survival. Not only is this a problem for hospital comparisons 

as a hospital that transfer all the risky cases elsewhere would end up as the best pick 

(predicted probability of mortality non-zero, actual outcome 0), but the presence of 

these cases might affect coefficients of the predictive model. As an example, imagine 

a condition with 100% mortality when all of the cases are transferred for a 

specialized treatment from one hospital to another where they eventually die – 

predicted mortality for the condition immediately drops to 50% which is not a 

problem in itself but it is unfair to the receiving institution (predicted mortality of 

50%, observed mortality of 100%) and undeservedly advantageous to the dispatching 

hospital. Figure 3 demonstrates this issue: model with only Charlson comorbidity 

score and diagnosis category of I21 (Acute myocardial infarction – one of the most 

frequent diagnosis of between-hospital transfers) yields lower probability of dying 

than identical model with the exclusion of cases transferred from the hospital (red 

line) – in other words predicting in-hospital mortality with episodes that were 

                                                           
11

 hospitalization that started before 1.1.2010 but ended after 1.1.2010 are also included, but hospitalizations that 

started before 30.6.2012 but ended after that date are not 
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transferred from one hospital lowers predicted probability of dying, disadvantaging 

receiving institutions. 

 
Figure 3. Impact of excluding discharged transfers to another hospital from analysis.  

Red line – probability of death after exclusion of transferred cases, blue line – probability of death for data 

including transferred cases. Receiving institutions is disadvantages if transferred cases are included (lower 

probability of dying). 

 

 

One solution to the problem is to consider 30-day or 90-day mortality – death would 

be then assigned to both dispatching and receiving institution (that might cause 

exactly the same problem we covered in the previous paragraph – inflating 

probability of dying as one patient accounts for 2 deaths – 200% probability of dying, 

presenting unfair advantage to the receiving institution)
12

. Therefore, I decided to 

exclude episodes that were transferred from one hospital to another (episode in 

the dispatching institution was dropped, episode in the receiving institution 

remained). This is not a perfect solution, percentage of cases transferred from the 

hospital is on average 3.5%, with the maximum of 12.6% cases ending in transfer. 

Taken altogether, I dropped 16 544 episodes.  

 

Newborns were excluded from the data because mortality in this group is 

extremely low, 64 deaths out of 46 836 cases and majority of these cases are caused 

                                                           
12

 Dr Foster deals with this issue by creating so-called “super-spells” – hospital cases linked via 
between-hospital transfers. In other words the final outcome is assigned to both dispatching and 
receiving institution, thereby still looking at in-hospital mortality. However the problem why we did 
not opt for this solution remains the same as in case of 30-day mortality. 
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by prenatal problems that cannot by influenced by the hospital (such as low-birth 

weight). Furthermore, newborns cannot be viewed as a typical case for the hospitals 

as they were not admitted for suffering from a medical condition. Therefore, I will 

keep mothers in the dataset, but exclude newborns. Another option would be to 

introduce a dummy variable for a newborn, but the traditional models do not 

performs so well in case of extremely rare events – such as a death of a newborn (see 

section 3.2.4. for details).  

In order to achieve best results possible given the fact that I am analyzing hospital-

wide mortality, I focused exclusively on care provided in acute care institutions. The 

original data covered all types of institutions including nursing homes, palliative care 

institutions, sanatoriums and specialty hospitals such as as cancer centres, children’s 

hospitals and heart institutes. All of these are excluded, I analyzed only hospital 

episodes admitted to acute care institutions – university hospitals and general 

hospitals. Reason behind this decision is the suspected existence of major differences 

in patient mix in different types of hospitals that can not be easily accounted for by 

the risk-adjustment model. Mortality in palliative care homes is 65.6% as compared 

to 0% mortality in sanatoriums treating lung diseases as compared to 0.5-6.3% 

unadjusted mortality in university and general hospitals. In case of specialty 

hospitals, problem arises as these institutions often treat rare diagnosis or very 

complicated cases that are not covered by the risk-adjustment categories (as I require 

certain minimum number of deaths and significant mortality for the diagnosis to be 

included in the risk-adjustment model). I will loose 73 362 episodes due to this 

restriction.  

Similarly given that I am interested only in acute care, hospitalizations longer than 

365 days were excluded. Hospitalizations shorter than 24 hours were also 

dropped because I reason that hospital had very little chance to actually make a 

difference in patients who died the same day they were admitted – these were 

probably were severe cases and it would not be fair to penalize hospitals for loosing 

the patient when they never had a chance of saving him in the first place. Similarly, 

we might consider excluding patients admitted with trauma or oncological diagnosis 

in order to maximize the link between the quality of the hospital and measures 

outcome – mortality. 

Final number of episodes entering the analysis is 389 577 (523 206) – 75% of all 

the possible cases. Final dataset prepared for the analysis consists of 389 577 cases 

and 253 919 individual patients, average duration of one hospitalization was 7,5 days 

and median hospital stay was 5 days. All following analysis is performed on 
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derivation sample only – 75% from the sample dataset selected randomly. Remaining 

25% will be used for validation of the final model (for details see section on 

methodology).  

 

 

4.2. Descriptions of  variables  

In this section I will describe data and variables used for the analysis and perform 

some preliminary analysis of dependencies in data and transformation of data where 

applicable. First, I will focus on various mortality indicators that will be considered 

and in the second part I will examine explanatory variables – risk factors that will be 

considered in the mortality prediction model. All the analysis is performed on 

derivation sample only. 

 

4.2.1.1. Hospitals 

Data include episodes from 71 acute care hospitals, of which 61 will be included in 

the hospital profiling based on mortality. 10 hospitals will be excluded as the total 

number of treated episodes is lower than 100 over the period of 12 months (2011.07 – 

2012.06) in order to ensure statistical significance of my results. For the purposes of 

developing mortality prediction model all the data are considered. 

 

4.2.2. Dependent variables - mortality 

4.2.2.1. In-hospital all cause mortality 

This variable captures mortality in the broadest sense - I introduced no further 

restrictions on diagnosis other than what was already described in the previous 

sections, although some authors recommend excluding for example oncological 

patients or trauma patients in order to eliminate cases where link between short-term 

mortality and quality of care is questionable.  

What we are primarily interested if we want to profile hospitals on the basis of 

mortality is variability in mortality between hospitals. Figure 4 illustrates that 

variability in hospital-wide mortality indeed exists and ranges from 0.5% to 7% 

in acute care hospitals. Overall mortality in the acute care hospitals is 2.49% - 

that is 7 254 deaths. 
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Figure 4. In-hospital mortality by hospitals.  

Red line represents overall in-hospital mortality 

 

 

Data on deaths of the patients came from two sources – claims data where the 

providers have to record method of discharge from the hospital ward (transfer to 

other ward in the same hospital, to other hospital, release home, death) and data of 

the deaths of all the hospitalized patients from the records of insurance company. The 

match between the two datasets was far from perfect, usually I gave preference to the 

data from patient records of the insurance company, however in certain cases I 

trusted claims data instead – it takes some time to update records of the deceased 

patients in the records and therefore in cases of patients who died after 1jan2012 I 

used claims records where those indicated death and in other cases when mismatch 

existed I checked whether the patient received any healthcare after the alleged date of 

death. I used patient records where no other clue was available. 

 

4.2.2.2. 30- and 90-day mortality 

In case of 30-day and 90-day mortality, each hospital is assigned the death regardless 

of where it occurs – the hospital itself, other hospital or home. One death can 

therefore be attributed to two hospitals. As already mentioned, reasoning behind 

using longer observational periods is to level the field by disregarding discharge 

practices of different hospitals and to acknowledge that medicine is able to prolong 

life sufficiently to render indicator of short-term mortality virtually meaningless. On 
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the other hand, we need to weight these arguments against the risk of assigning 

unrelated deaths to the hospital in question (for example in case of between hospital 

transfers, if the receiving hospital screwed up discharging hospital will be unfairly 

penalized).  

30-day mortality rate is higher than in-hospital measure, up to 3.92% on average. 

Variability between hospitals increased to 0.7%-10.7%. Average 90-day 

mortality increases to 5.64% with distribution between 1.3% and 14.8%. See 

Figure 5 for comparison of differences in variability of mortality rate between 

hospitals for the three mortality indicators. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of distribution (kernel density) of mortality between hospitals for three mortality 

indicators (in-hospital mortality, 30-day and 90-day mortality) 

 

 

4.2.2.3. Mortality in high-risk diagnosis 

This mortality indicator focuses on the quality of care provided in very risky 

episodes: it evaluates outcomes for a selected number of diagnosis categories – those 

that have mortality rate over 10% (for list of high-risk diagnosis categories see 

Appendix 2). By doing so, this indicator should be able to focus on a more 

homogenous patient population while ensuring sufficient number of cases for hospital 

profiling. Constructed high-risk indicator includes 12 diagnosis categories  with the 

overall mortality of 13.5%, the most “deadly” diagnosis being cardiac arrest (I46 – 

mortality of 76.6%) and respiratory failure (J96 – mortality of 35.9%). Altogether 

23 710 episodes are classified as high risk and 55 hospitals have over 100 episodes 

classified as high risk, mortality between hospitals varies from 4.9% to 26.6%.  
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High-risk diagnosis categories will be also used for risk-adjustment in hospital-wide 

indicators of mortality.  

 

4.2.2.4. Mortality in low-risk categories 

Focus of this indicator is on so-called “never events” – deaths that should not have 

occurred. This might be seen as a proxy for safety indicators – while complications of 

care caused by the providers of care themselves are not reported consistently or 

reliably, mortality (but also overly long hospitalizations) in low-risk diagnosis can be 

detected and they indicate potentially serious problems in the hospital. For the 

identification of low-risk diagnosis, I used list of diagnosis codes published by Dr. 

Foster Intelligence – an independent UK initiative for health care providers’ profiling 

(see Appendix 3). 

66 hospitals are eligible for comparison (number of episodes with low-risk 

diagnosis >100) and hospital mortality ranges from 0% (10 hospitals) to 1.7%. 

There are very few cases of deaths - with overall mortality of 0.3% there are only 331 

cases of low-risk deaths. Therefore, running a statistical analysis similar to the other 

mortality indicator is not viable. Instead, I will use low-risk mortality for validation 

of my exercise in hospital profiling – the test will be to see whether hospitals with 

above-average mortality in low-risk diagnosis were correctly identified by 

methodology. Should there be significance discord, I would have to re-evaluate my 

approach.  

Low-risk diagnosis categories will be also used for risk-adjustment in hospital-wide 

mortality indicators.  

 

4.2.2.5. Mortality after planned hospitalizations 

Planned hospitalizations are those that are not acute and therefore do not require 

immediate admission to the hospital. Advantage of this indicator is the value for the 

consumers – in acute cases, patients do not really have the liberty of choosing 

hospital to be treated in as they needs to be admitted immediately. When the 

hospitalization can be postponed, the patient can choose high-quality hospital and an 

indicator of how well the hospital treats non-acute cases might be useful in these 

cases. 15.46% of all episodes are planned hospitalizations. 

Mortality for planned hospitalizations is rather low at 0.92%. This low mortality 

will probably present problem in mortality modelling – we are virtually attempting to 
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model and predict a “never event”. Hospital mortality ranges from 0% up to 24% 

(existence of obvious outliers as the next highest mortality is 5.4%).  

4.2.2.6. Mortality after surgery  

Performace of a surgery poses serious risks for the patients and high mortality after 

surgical procedures may indicate one of two problems – complications developed 

during the surgery or as a direct consequence of surgery or asking whether the 

surgery should have been performed in the first place [Hospital guide 2011]. 

Mortality is again rather low at 1.4% and reaches values between 0% and 6.2% for 

individual hospitals. 26.6% of episodes included a surgery. 

 

4.2.2.7. Mortality after implantation of artificial joint 

This mortality indicator is for illustrative purposes only as the data I had were 

insufficient for identification of specific procedures. Generally, providers do not 

report specific procedures to the insurance company, with the exception of diagnosis 

for which official waiting lists have to be maintained by the insurance companies. 

While I did not have codes for these procedures available, I had access to all the 

health services provided during the hospitalization (from claims data), including 

additional special medical material needed during the hospitalization that is not 

covered by the case rate payment. One of the procedures that require use of 

individually reimbursed medical material is implantation of artificial joint (hip or 

knee). I identified all the episodes that involved provision of artificial joints based on 

the product codes of the implants
13

 (see Appendix 4). 

Only 20 hospitals performed more than 50 of the procedures, mortality rate after the 

implantation of artificial joint is 0.2% (which is consistent with findings that post-

operative mortality after joint replacements is generally low). However, such low 

numbers and rare occurrence cannot be adequately modeled or predicted by standard 

statistical techniques and therefore, this mortality indicator will not be considered 

further in the analysis. 

 

4.3. Risk factors – explanatory variables 

Figure 6 summarizes all the potential risk factors that will be considered in the 

mortality modelling as risk-adjustment variables. 

                                                           
13

 Yet I probably failed to capture all the procedures: in 2011 alone I identified 1 163 operations, while official 
data of the insurance company state number of joint replacements at 1472 per annum. 
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Figure 6. Description of candidate variables for risk-adjustment (derivation sample only)  

Includes variable name, description including values, prevalence, number of non-survivors, % of non-survivors 
out of all cases classified, % of non-survivors out of all deaths and chi-square test testing for existence of 

differences between categorical variables (number of deaths and variable in question) 

 

Variable name Description*

Prevalence

(%  classified/all 

episodes)

Non-survivors

No deaths (% deaths/all 

classified; % deaths/all deaths)

Chi-square test

( S - significant at 95%)

LP_Sex - female

   female 58.3% 3381 (1.98%; 1.16%) S

   male 41.7% 3873 (3.19%; 1.33%) S

LP_Age*

   age0 0-9 S

   age1 age 10-19 7.55% 10 (0.05%; 0.14%) S

   age2 age 20-29 12.92% 48 (0.13% ; 0.66 %) S

   age3 age 30-39 12.88% 141(0.38%; 1.94%) S

   age4 age 40-49 9.32 % 363 (1.34%; 5.00 %) S

   age5 age 50-59 14.42% 1100(2.65%; 15.30%) S

   age6 age 60-69 13.93% 1668 (4.12 %; 22.99%) S

   age7 age 70-79 10.60% 1821 (5.91%; 25.10%) S

   age8 age 80-89 5.26 % 1768 (11.56%; 24.37%) S

   age9 age >90 0.53% 293 (18.87%; 4.04%) S

DGN_LR low risk diagnosis group 38.69% 331 (0.29%; 4.56%) S

DGN_MR medium risk diagnosis group 7.53 % 1329 (6.07%; 18.32%) S

DGN_HR high risk diagnosis group 8.15% 3199 (13.49%; 44.10%) S

DGN01 Malignant neoplasms of digestive 

organs 1.19%

358 (10.33%; 4.94%)

S

DGN02 Malignant neoplasms of respiratory 

and intrathoracic organs 0.74%

222 (10.59%;  3.06%)

S

DGN03 Other neoplasms 1.85% 339 (6.31%; 4.67%) S

DGN04 Endocrine, nutritional and 

metabolic diseases 1.67%

453 (9.30%; 6.24%)

S

DGN05 Ischemic heart disease 2.90% 354 (4.24%; 4.88%) S

DGN06 Other heart diseases 1.96% 303 (5.33%; 4.18%) S

DGN07 Heart failure 1.23% 494 (13.71%; 6.81%) S

DGN08 Cerebral infarction 1.09% 316 (10.07%; 4.36%) S

DGN09 Other cerebrovascular disease 1.48% 521 (12.17%; 7.18%) S

DGN10 Influenza and pneumonia  2.42% 312 (4.40%; 4.30%) S

DGN11 Other diseases of respiratory 

system 3.57%

490 (4.72%; 6.75%)

S

DGN12 Diseases of liver 0.73% 256 (12.08%; 3.53%) S

DGN13 Other diseases of digestive system 5.23% 560 (3.68%; 7.72%) S

DGN14 General symptoms and signs 1.06% 69 (2.22%; 0.95%) not S, added to DGN17

DGN15 Other symptoms involving specific 

system 1.12%

96 (2.93%; 1.32%)

not S, added to DGN17

DGN16 Injuries 2.59% 311 (4.13%; 4.29%) S

DGN17 Other 6.36% 622  (3.36%; 8.57%) S

Charlson Comorbidity Score*

  ch0 Charlson score 0 - no comorbidities 64.72% 1279 (0.68%; 17.63%) S

  ch1 Charlson score 1-10 17.65% 1667 (3.25%; 22.98%) S

  ch2 Charlson score 11-20 12.51% 2591 (7.12%; 35.72%) S

  ch3 Charlson score 21-30 3.83% 1149 (10.31%; 15.84%) S

  ch4 Charlson score 31-40 1.04% 438 (14.44%; 6.04%) S

  ch5 Charlson score >40 0.24% 130 (18.95%; 1.79%) S

Descriptive statistics - potential explanatory variables

derivation sample

Demographic variables

Diagnosis categories**

Comorbidities
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4.3.1.1. Age 

Age of the patient at the day of admission to the hospital recoded from the patient 

identification number
14

. Graph in Figure 7 depicts probability of death for 

hospitalized patients with the rising age – dependence between mortality and age is 

obvious and increasing with age.  

 

                                                           
14 Variable was recoded from the variable LP_IDpatient as the ID number is created according to the following 

formula: YYMMDD, where 1st and 2nd digits denote year of birth, the 3rd a 4th digits stand for month of the birth 

for the males and month of the birth+50 for females and 5th and 6th digits stand for day of birth.  Difference 

between people born in 1912 and 2012 can be identified by number of characters in the ID - people born before 

1954 have a 9-digit ID and people born later than 1953 have a 10digit ID. Age was then calculated as a difference 

between the date of admission to the hospital and date of birth. 108 observations were problematic as the values 

for month were higher than 62. I extracted the age variable from the 2012_Hospitalizations dataset that included 

(as the only one) also age variable, but that still left 83 observations with unidentifiable age and consequently also 

sex. I could have approximated the age as I has the year of birth however, I still would be missing data for sex. 

Therefore, I decided to drop these 83 observations. The new variable has values between 0 and 103. 

Variable name Description*

Prevalence

(%  classified/all 

episodes)

Non-survivors

No deaths (% deaths/all 

classified; % deaths/all deaths)

Chi-square test

( S - significant at 95%)

LP_LTCare Hospitalization at the ward of 

palliative or long-term care 4.78% 1722 (12.38%; 0.6%) S

LC_TransferIN In-hospital transfer of the patient 

between hospital wards 9.05% 2506 (9.52%; 0.9%) S

LC_Surgery surgical procedure performed 

during episode 26.62% 1105 (1.43%; 0.38%) S

LC_TransferIN admitted transfer 2.32% 638 (9.44%; 0.22%) S

LC_EMERG2_Transportemergency transfer to the hospital 19.67% 3664 (6.40%; 1,26%) S

LC_EMERG3_Spec 26.73% 4204 ( 5.41% ; 1.45%) S

LC_EMERG1_ARO admission to the unit of intensive 

care within 24 hours of admission 

to the hospital 0.86% 1012 (40.27%; 0.35%) S

LC_PlannedHosp non-acute episode 15.26% 385 (0.87; 0.13%) S

LP_NoHosp* Number of hospitalizations in the 

past year 28.38% (>0) 3680(4.37%; 1.27% ) S

   ==0 no past hosp.  71.06% 3574 ( 1.73%; 49.27%) S

   ==1 1-3 past hosp 23,81% 2527 (3.65%; 34.84%) S

   ==2 >3 past hosp 5.12 % 1153 (7.74%; 15.89%) S

* unless stated otherwise, dummy variable 0-1

** see Appendix for the diagnosis codes

Descriptive statistics - potential explanatory variables

derivation sample

Past use of healthcare services

Severity of the episode

Past use of healthcare services
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Figure 7. Probability of death by age (mean probability of death per 1 year/age group). 

Blue dots – original continuous variable, red dots – transformed variable into 10 dummy variables (10-year 

bands) 

 

 

Crucial question concerns fitting the variable into the model – how the variable 

should be transformed in order to perform well in the model. Usually, the age 

variable is recoded into 5-year (or 10-year) bands for two reasons – first, if majority 

of the variables are dummies with values of 0 and 1, variable with values up to 100 

has a tendency to dominate the model – it might appear to be more important than it 

really is [Cerrito, 2010]. Second, age is rarely a linear variable – effect on the 

variable of interest (outcome) does not increase by the same value for 10-year old and 

60-year old -  instead in Figure 7 we can see that the effect of age on probability of 

dying is clearly non-linear – at higher age probability of dying with each additional 

year is increasingly much more rapidly than at young age. This exponential 

relationship can usually be fitted very well into logit models because as the 

probability is exponential, ln(p/1-p) is linear [Lunt, 2012]. However, further on in the 

analysis Box-Tidwell test of the linearity of the model indicated problem with the continuous 

age and therefore, I decided to recode age into 10 10-year bands categories.  

 

What is equally important in terms of hospital profiling is different risk structure of 

individual hospitals regarding the risk adjustment variables. Figure 8 illustrates 

significant difference in age structure of treated episodes by hospitals: average age of 

patient population in a hospital is 42 years, with the minimum of 24 years and 

maximum of 65 years. 
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Figure 8. Kernel density of mean age of treated episodes by hospitals (continuous age) 

 

 

4.3.1.2. Sex 

Sex of the patient recoded from the ID of the patient (1 – man, 2 - women). Chances 

of dying if you are a male hospitalized in acute care hospital are higher by 63% 

compared to females. Lower mortality of females is partially caused by the presence 

of deliveries – they account for high number of episodes yet mortality is virtually 

non-existent (30 176 pregnancy related episodes and deliveries and no death). After 

excluding these cases, mortality of females rises moderately to .0229149 – which still 

makes for 40% higher mortality of males in the hospitals. 

 

4.3.1.3. Diagnosis categories 
 

Selection of variable 

First of all, we need to decide which diagnosis code to use for the purposes of 

classification of the episode into the diagnosis. I considered several options – 

diagnosis recorded at the admission - LC_DgnIN, diagnosis recorded at the discharge 

from the first hospital ward - LC_DgnOUT and diagnosis at the discharge from the 

hospital - LC_DgnOUT_FIN. Differences in the diagnosis codes responsible for most 

deaths using these three variables were notable. When looking at the distribution of 

the diagnosis of these three variables, it becomes apparent that the two variables 

looking at the diagnosis at the discharge are much more concentrated: the first 10 
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most common causes of deaths account for about 50% of total deaths, while is 

amounts to only 23% in the diagnosis recorded at the admission (Figure 9). This is 

caused by the coding practice in the hospitals – when death occurs, physicians often 

code the immediate cause of death as the discharge diagnosis – which is heart failure 

(I50) in most cases (frequency of I50 as the diagnosis in fatalities increased by 80% 

in discharge variables in comparison to admission variables). Prevalence of I50 

diagnosis is even higher when we consider LC_DgnOUT_FIN variable. 

 
Figure 9. 10 diagnosis responsible for most in-hospital deaths – three candidate diagnosis variables 

 

 

However, we are more interested in the „real“ cause of death, therefore LC_DgnIN 

seems as a better option. Furthermore, discharge diagnosis may reflect complications 

of care caused by the process of care itself rather than the medical problem 

necessitating admission to the hospital in the first place. Using the discharge variable 

is therefore not recommended for the purpose of ranking providers. Shortcoming of 

using LC_DgnIN variable is the fact that diagnosis at the admission is often unknown 

- the recording physician can only note the obvious cause of admission as accurate 

diagnosis needs further tests and examinations.  

 

I opted for a compromise solution: by default I considered admitting diagnosis but in 

the cases when diagnosis recorded at the admission was non-specific (ICD10 codes 

starting with R -  Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not 

elsewhere classified) I used admitting diagnosis for the following transfer if 

applicable, if not I used discharge diagnosis. This modification involved 21 319 cases 

and while majority of the diagnosis remained unspecified even after the recode, we 

managed to specify at least some of the diagnosis – most frequently K30 – dyspepsia 

and J20.9 – Acute bronchitis, unspecified. 
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Deriving diagnosis categories 

Diagnosis categories were constructed by taking all the 3-digits diagnosis codes and 

selecting those that account for 80% of all deaths in the hospitals. In the next step 

diseases were ordered by codes and grouped by physiological similarity (according to 

ICD10 – International classification of diseases) into 17 diagnosis categories (see 

Appendix 5 for a list of diagnosis categories and codes). Groups were formed 

gradually by merging low-count categories into larger groupings until  a reasonable 

number of deaths was achieved in each diagnosis grouping. 2 of these categories 

were later merged with DGN17 – Other because chi-square test indicated that 

differences in mortality for those that code positive for the diagnosis category and 

those that do not are not significant. Overall, I have 15 diagnosis groups, 35% of all 

episodes have assigned one of diagnosis categories, they account for 81% of in-

hospital deaths and mortality in these categories is 5.8% - that is twice the overall 

in-hospital mortality. Variance in the mortality by categories is substantial – see 

Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10. Mortality by diagnosis categories.  

Green line: average mortality in episodes classified in one of the diagnosis categories (7.25%), red line: 

overall average mortality (2.49%). See Appendix 2 for definition of diagnosis categories 

 

 

High-risk diagnosis 

Dummy variable that indicates whether the episode is classified as high-risk based on  

the diagnosis codes. Diagnosis with mortality over 10% were selected (see Appendix 

2), including 23 710 episodes. Overall mortality with episodes in high-risk category 
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is 13.5% compared to mortality of 1.5% in the all the other episodes. Importantly, 

risk structure of episodes for individual hospitals differs considerably: ratio of 

high-risk episodes on all the episodes treated differs from 2.3% up to 30.2%.  

 

 

Low-risk diagnosis 

Dummy variable that indicates low-risk episodes on the basis of diagnosis codes. List 

of diagnosis codes was adopted from Dr Foster’s methodology (see Appendix 3). 

38.7% of all the episodes are categorized as low-risk – mortality for this group is 

extremely low at 0.29%. 

 

4.3.1.4. Charlson comorbidity index 

Charlson comorbidity index is one of the most well-known measures developed to 

capture patient comorbidities specifically for the purposes of predicting hospital 

mortality [Charlson et al., 1987]. It is often used in academic literature, not so much 

for the actual hospital rankings as it is a published index and therefore carries the 

danger of upcoding because relevant disease categories used for risk-adjustment are 

known to the hospitals that might adjust their coding practices accordingly [Cerrito, 

2010]. The index is based on 17 diseases that have assigned weights based on their 

probability of death. The original index assigned weights from 1 to 6 (highest number 

assigned to single disease category - HIV). Due to possible issues of multicollinearity 

(since the index includes for example both diabetes and diabetes with complications) 

[Cerrito, 2010] and given the practical consideration of minimizing the number of 

dependent variables, the index is expressed as a single number
15

: all of the patient’s 

comorbidities at the time of admission to the hospital are identified, assigned the 

weight and summed up to produce a single score. Before I proceed, a note of caution: 

this index is afflicted by the same shortcoming as most risk-adjustment indices – it 

captures only a limited number of diagnosis – severe but rare diagnosis are not 

captured [Cerrito, 2010]. Given a shortlist of disease categories the risk-adjustment 

may capture differences in coding practices rather than patient severity. 

 

In my analysis, I used a modified Charlson index – first of all, I needed translation 

into ICD10 codes used in Slovakia and secondly, I used recalculated weights for 

disease categories as published by Clinical Indicators Team in the UK [NHS, 2012] 

                                                           
15

 alternative to Charlson index is Elixhauser index which computes dummy variable for each comorbidity 
condition 
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which range from 1 to 18 (maximum of 18 points for severe liver disease) (for 

detailed list of  diseases, codes and weights see Appendix 6). The original index was 

calculated in 1987 on the US data and the mortality risks of individual diseases have 

changed since then – for example HIV is hardly the single most risky disease in terms 

of in-hospital mortality. Ideally, of course, the weights should be calculated to fit the 

particular population they are applied to – patterns of mortality might be different in 

the Slovakia than in the US. Furthermore, also the disease list should be reviewed to 

ensure that the 17 diseases included are the most significant predictors of patient 

severity. Last, but not least, the list should reflect local coding practices – if most of 

the codes on the claims data are 3-digit codes whereas the Charlson comorbidities are 

often defined by 5-digit diagnosis codes, the index will not work.  

Crucial obstacle to construction Charlson score in my data is presented by the fact 

that coding for comorbidities in the claims data is not reliable (and using unreliable 

data is worse than using not data at all in this case) and was not available at all in my 

case. I resolved to construct Charlson index on the basis of historical data – I had 

access to all health care provided to hospitalized patients for duration of 12 months 

prior to their admission to the hospital. In the first step, all healthcare records with 

diagnosis code that corresponded to one of the seventeen Charlson diseases were 

selected. All records were assigned value of 1, hospitalizations were assigned value 

of 10 and pharmaceuticals, specialized medical material and specialized ambulatory 

care were assigned value of 2. Values were summed up across individuals and 

Charlson diseases and only those patients were assigned Charlson category who 

reached a minimum value of 10 in the category (i.e. 1 hospitalization with a Charlson 

disease code was adequate to assign to the patient corresponding comorbidity). This 

was an arbitrary decision and further analysis is probably a good idea to explore 

effects of choosing different methods on the Charlson scores. Furthermore, 

classification that would rely on consumption of specific healthcare services 

(procedures and medicines)  rather than diagnosis codes should be explored (PCG – 

pharmaceutical cost groups). 

Next step is the validation of the newly-constructed indicator. Most of all we need to 

verify correlation between the Charlson score and mortality - if the index is defined 

correctly we should observe increasing mortality as the Charlson score increases.  

Regarding the 1
st
 requirement Figure 11 demonstrates that mortality has an increasing 

trend, but fluctuates somewhat, primarily for higher scores. This is caused by very 

few observations in these categories (for example there is only one patient with the 

index of 83). I will therefore recode index into 6 categories – i.e. 5 dummy variables. 
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Figure 12 shows how well this transformation fits the original data in terms of 

probability of death. It is also obvious that mortality is increasing with recoded 

Charlson. In the final version of the Charlson index, probability of death of patients 

with Charlson score of 0 – no comorbidity is 0,67% and mortality of patients with 

index of 5 is 18,95%. 

 
Figure 11. Mortality by Charlson Comorbidity index – original score.  

Red dots: mean probability of death by Charlson index (original index ranging from 0 to 83). Blue dots: 

fitted probability of death calculated from the logit model: LC_DeathIN Charlson Index  

 
 

Figure 12. Mortality by Charlson comorbidity index – after transformation 

Charlson score is capped at 50 points and transformed into 6 dummy variables.  Graph illustrates how well 

the fitted variable (blue) predicts actual observations (red). 
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4.3.1.5. Transfer between hospitals 

Transfers between hospitals can be seen as partial indicator of severity of the patient 

– routine cases with no complications are not expected to be transferred. Patients that 

were transferred to other hospital are nearly four times as likely to die as patients that 

were treated in one hospital only  even though it was already mentioned that some of 

the transfers are caused by the practice of rotating patient between hospitals in order 

to obtain several payments for the same case. The original variable that included 

actual number of transfers was not monotonous in relation to in-hospital mortality 

(see Figure 13) and therefore was recoded into a dummy variable: 0 – no transfer, 1 – 

1 and more in-hospital transfers. 

 
Figure 13: Mortality of patients by number of between-hospital transfers. 

 

 

 

4.3.1.6. Admission to unit of intensive care within 24 hours of 

admission to the hospital  

This dummy variable identifies those cases that were admitted to department of 

intensive care (ward specialty code 025) within one day of their admission to the 

hospital. Variable therefore identifies extremely severe cases. Restriction to identify 

only those cases transferred intensive care within 24 hours was introduced in order to 

prevent adjusting for complications caused by inappropriate care.  

 

4.3.1.7. Emergency admission 

Two candidate variables are proposed – admission after emergency transport
16

 and 

admission to the hospital ward associated with emergency medicine (following 

                                                           
16

 type RZP and RLP 
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specialties: 174, 175, 176, 177, 184, 179, 180, 181). As in the previous indicator, 

these variables were designed in order to approximate severity of the episode. The 

two variables are highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.81) and 

therefore only one can be used in the risk-adjustment model, otherwise 

multicollinearity would be present. Some correlation exists also between both of 

these two candidate variables and admission to unit of intensive care (0.1 and 0.08), 

but certain amount of multicollinearity can be accommodated by the model. 

Nevertheless, multicollinearity diagnostics will be performed in order to make sure 

that multicollinearity is not a major problem. 

 

 

4.3.1.8. Long-term care 

Dummy variable that captures long-term and palliative care of the patient (specialty 

codes 620 – hospice care, 193 – hospice care, 334 - palliative care and 205 –long 

term care). While specialized palliative institutes are excluded from the analysis, 

some long-term and palliative care is provided also in the acute-care hospitals and for 

those cases I introduced dummy variable LT_LTcare. An episode is labelled as long-

term care if the patient was previously hospitalized at a ward of a long-term care 

(hospital wards as defined in the first sentence). This variable is an indicator of long-

term serious medical problems of the treated patient. 

 

4.3.1.9. Number of hospitalizations in 12 months prior to 

admission to the hospital 

Past use of healthcare resources is also sometimes considered as a risk-adjustment 

variable in mortality prediction models, including overall costs, pharmaceutical costs, 

number of previous hospitalizations or number of previous emergency 

hospitalizations. In my analysis I constructed variable identifying number of previous 

hospitalizations in the past 12 months prior to the date of admission. 

 

In order for this variable to be included in the model I need to verify existence of link 

between number of past hospitalizations and mortality. Figure 14 depicts mean 

mortality by number of hospitalizations – blue dots is the original variable (which is 

obviously problematic for episodes with over 10 past hospitalizations
17

) and red dots 

                                                           
17

 This might have been caused by the fact that I did not distinguish between separate episodes – which 

should have been done in order to obtain accuracy. Otherwise 5 hospitalizations might be in fact only 1 
hospitalization including 4 transfers. Indeed, having over 10separate episodes in the past year is highly unlikely 
and therefore transformation was done, capping maximum number of hospitalizations at 10. 
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is transformed variable – original variable capped at 10. In order to achieve linearity 

in the logit model, variable was further recoded into a three-level variable: 0 – no past 

hospitalization, 1 – (1-3) past hospitalizations and 2 – (>3) past hospitalizations. 

 
Figure 14. Mortality by number of previous admissions in preceding 12 months 

 
 

 

4.3.1.10. Surgery 

Dummy variable for patients that underwent surgery during their hospital episode 

was also created. Surgical procedure was performed in 26.62% hospital episodes, 

however, mortality in this group is only 1.43%, which is somewhat surprising – 

I would expect higher mortality as surgery involved significant additional risks to the 

patient. This low mortality is at least partially explained by the fact that 41.34% of 

surgeries are classified in the low-risk diagnosis groups (primarily deliveries and 

other maternal care). Mortality in surgical patients with low-risk diagnosis only is 

0.16% and mortality in the remaining surgical patients is 3.33%.  

 

4.3.1.11. Peer groups 

Literature on hospital profiling recommends comparing similar hospitals [CIHI, 

2012] – major university hospitals are likely to be very different from small regional 

community hospitals in structure of treated cases. Therefore, despite the fact that I 

already restricted my analysis to acute care hospitals only, I will consider 

introduction of a peer group variable in order to account for differences in hospital 

types.  
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There are two options of how to approach incorporation of hospital peer group factor 

into the analysis: introduction of peer group dummy into regression equation or 

calculation of coefficients for each peer group since in order to perform comparison 

within peer groups we need to compute predicted mortality on the basis of peer 

average rather than overall average. First, however, I need to explore whether the 

peer group factor is a relevant predictor of differences in mortality. 

Most obvious solution is to identify two peer groups: university hospitals (11 

hospitals that treat 41% of all episodes) versus general hospitals (60 hospitals and 

59% of episodes). However, looking at the numbers of hospitalizations, the smallest 

university hospital has 3 900 cases as compared to 13 750 cases in the largest general 

hospitals, hinting at large heterogeneity in these groups. Therefore I decided to run a 

simple cluster analysis
18

 in order to identify peer groups of hospitals that are similar 

in terms of: number of episodes, number of cases transferred to and from the hospital, 

Charlson comorbidity score and number of spells with high risk diagnosis. I excluded 

variable of deaths on purpose in order to prevent clustering of low-quality hospitals, 

the aim was to cluster similar hospitals in terms of structure of treated cases.  

 

Mortality in various peer groups does not differ much with the exception of a slightly 

higher mortality in the smallest hospitals (LH_Peer=1). Chi-square test is significant, 

confirming existence of differences in mortality between peer groups (Figure 15), 

however, when we run univariate logit with only LH_Peer variable, coefficients are 

not significant (Figure 16).  

 
Figure 15. Cross-tabulation of mortality by peer-groups 

 

Pearson chi2(4) =  25.8529   Pr = 0.000 

 

 

                                                           
18

 K-means cluster with Euclidean measure. Data include also cases transferred from other and to 
hospital.  

                100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00     100.00      100.00 
     Total         149     31,828     86,908    100,576    170,116     389,577 
                                                                              
                  1.34       2.86       2.42       2.59       2.44        2.51 
         1           2        909      2,100      2,605      4,146       9,762 
                                                                              
                 98.66      97.14      97.58      97.41      97.56       97.49 
         0         147     30,919     84,808     97,971    165,970     379,815 
                                                                              
LC_DeathIN           0          1          2          3          4       Total
                                    LH_Peer
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Figure 16: Logit model with only one explanatory variable - peer group.  

P-values are not significant 

 

I performed the same analysis for only two peer groups: university versus other 

general hospitals. While the variable is significant this time and the odds of a patient 

dying if treated in general hospital are 1.15 times higher than the odds of a patient 

treated in the university hospital, it is not a particularly useful variable – it increases 

the measure overall fit of the model  - likelihood ratio - by only 44 (for comparison 

Charlson comorbidity index increases likelihood ratio by 11459.73 and the peer 

group variable composed on the basis of cluster analysis by only 25). Therefore, it 

was decided not to consider peer group factor further on in the analysis.  

 

Nevertheless, for the illustrative purposes I ran one of the possible risk-adjustment 

models
19

 separately for university hospitals only and compared predicted number of 

deaths by hospitals against observed number of death with the model run on all the 

data regardless of the peer type. In Figure 17, we can see the results for university 

hospitals – differences do exist, particularly for hospital 33 and 54: red dots represent 

predicted number of deaths for the entire model and blue dots for the model run on 

university hospitals data only and the green line represents average: observed number 

of deaths equals to predicted number of deaths. The effect of peer group is not uni-

directional – while hospital 33 would decrease its negative differential against 

average (defined as average in the peer group) should the model for university 

hospitals be used, hospital 54 would lose its small positive differential. However, 

given confidence intervals that are not considered at this stage, differences might not 

be significant at all. Peer groups will not be considered in the following analysis. 

 

                                                           
19

 logit LC_DeathIN  LC_EMERG1_ARO  i.ChCI2  DGN_HR DGN_LR LP_Sex LP_Age  LC_TranferIN  CHA 

                                                                              
 _ILH_Peer_4     1.835937   1.307281     0.85   0.394     .4547355    7.412366
 _ILH_Peer_3     1.954197    1.39169     0.94   0.347     .4839289     7.89142
 _ILH_Peer_2     1.819871   1.296149     0.84   0.401     .4506068    7.349936
 _ILH_Peer_1     2.160711   1.539879     1.08   0.280     .5345258    8.734227
                                                                              
  LC_DeathIN   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood = -45614.212                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0003
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  LR chi2(4)      =      25.37
Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =     389577
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Figure 17. Predicted number of deaths plotted against real number of deaths by hospitals – university 

hospitals only.  

Blue dots represent risk-adjustment model computed separately for university hospitals, red dots represent 

model run on data of all the hospitals. Green line represents comparison group average – when predicted 

number of deaths equals observed number of deaths. 
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5. Methodology 

Providers‘ profiling is usually a two-step endeavour – in the first step, the mortality 

prediction model is estimated via a binary response model modelling the probability 

of dying of each treated patient based on relevant risk factors and in the second step 

the actual mortality is compared against the predicted mortality for every evaluated 

provider. The resulting index is than interpreted as a departure of the actual mortality 

from the expected mortality based on reference data – in our case nation-wide 

mortality in acute care general hospitals. I will employ standard method for 

derivation of mortality prediction in hospital profiling – logistic regression. Split-

sample approach will be applied for validation of the constructed model – model will 

be estimated on the test sample of 75% of the original data and validated on the 

remaining 25% - so–called validation sample. During the process of model building, 

various mortality measures will be compared on the basis of relevant statistical 

criteria and stability of coefficients across validation sample. In the next step  

confidence intervals will be calculated and outliers (above and below average 

hospitals) will be evaluated. It needs to be said that the purpose of this exercise is not 

to compile an exact ranking from the best to the worst hospital – the best we can hope 

for with any level of statistical significance is to identify outliers – those hospitals 

whose performance most likely  differs from the average of the reference group. 

Validation of the overall results of the hospital-profiling exercise (i.e. identification 

of above average and substandard hospitals) is difficult as no independent evaluation 

of hospitals is available to serve as benchmark (the only meaningful effort at profiling 

of a private insurance company is three years old). The only validation I will perform 

is the comparison of the results from my method against mortality in low-risk 

diagnosis groups as I consider good performance on this mortality indicator 

a necessary, even though not sufficient, criterion of hospital quality.  

 

5.1. Logistic regression model 

Logistic regression model is a binary response model that allows predicting the 

probability of a discrete outcome, such as group membership. It is therefore widely 

used for modelling dichotomous dependent variables, for which it estimates the odds 

or probabilities of individual cases achieving the outcome. In our exercise, we are 

modelling binary variable: death or survival of the patient after a hospital episode. 
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Absolutely crucial task in successful profiling of providers is fitting the mortality 

prediction model – which variables to include and how should they be transformed 

and which or whether any interaction variables should be included. There are two 

options basically – either the variables are selected and tested in the model arbitrarily 

by the researcher or a stepwise regression is performed automatically by the 

statistical software – backward stepwise method starts from the full model (i.e. model 

that includes all the possible explanatory variables), testing deletion of each variable 

and removing the one which deletion improves the model most or which does not 

fulfil test for inclusion in the models at the specified significance level (likelihood-

ratio test most often)
20

. This is a rather convenient way of doing things, nevertheless 

there are serious concerns regarding its statistical properties, such as performing 

multiple comparisons and danger of overfitting the model. Stepwise regression is 

therefore recommended to be used with extreme caution [Peng and So, 2002]. 

Given the fact that I did not have that many candidate variables and shortcomings of 

the automatic techniques, I fitted the model manually. In the first step, existence of 

differences in mortality for each candidate variable was tested by chi-square test 

(Figure 6). In the next step we started with the full model and gradually deleted 

variables that had low addition to the overall goodness of fit and prediction accuracy. 

We have a number of options  of how to evaluate the goodness of fit of the logistic 

regression model:  1) tests of individual predictors 2) various R-squared measures for 

overall goodness of fit of the model and again likelihood ratio and 3) various 

measures of prediction accuracy and corresponding misclassification rates.  

P-value for the z-test can be interpreted as a test of significance of individual 

predictor (same as p-value of t-test in linear regression). However, regarding size of 

our dataset p-value looses part of its informative value (for details see section 3.6.) as 

it is significant for most of the variables even though the variable explains very little 

of the actual variation in the data. Therefore, rather than p-value we will look at 

likelihood ratio test which is one of the basic measures for validation of the overall 

goodness of fit of the model as well as validation of individual predictors and is 

generally considered superior to other common test for validation of individual 

predictors – Wald test [Peng and So, 2002]. Likelihood ratio test is based on 

deviances – the test compares the difference between deviance of the null model 

without the predictor and model with the predictor on a chi-square distribution given 

the respective degrees of freedom. Likelihood ratio expresses how many times more 

likely the data are given the model with the predictor – the higher the ratio the better 

                                                           
20

 Forward selection start the  null model and tests for additions of individual variables 
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the fit of the model with the predictor [Peng and So, 2002]. In addition to evaluating 

significance of the predictor, likelihood ratio test also gives estimation of the strenght 

of the predictor’s contribution to the model.   

Variations of R-squared concept as known from linear regression analysis can be 

also used for assessing the goodness of fit of the model. However, while R-squared 

concept has a straightforward interpretation in linear regression – proportion of 

variance in the dependent variable explained by the model, various pseudo R-squared 

in logistic regression lack such an easily understandable interpretation. Various 

authors recommend different measures, usually McFadden’s pseudo R-squared is 

preferred over others [Peng and So, 2002]. It should be also mentioned that R-

squared measures tend to lower than what we are used to seeing in linear regression 

because we are predicting outcomes – either 0 or 1, but what we actually get from the 

model are only probabilities [Lunt, 2012]. Given the lack of consensus on the R-

squared statistics in logistic regression, a set of measures based on predictive 

accuracy is recommended as a more viable option. 

Another type of tests for logistic regression focus on the prediction accuracy of the 

tested models. Overall predictive accuracy expresses the percentage of observations 

that are correctly classified by the model and partial more specific measures include 

sensitivity (percentage of true positives identified by the model), specificity 

(percentage of true negatives identified by the model), positive predictive value 

(percentage of true positives out of all positives identified by the model) and negative 

predictive value (percentage of true negatives out of all expected negatives). All of 

these can be calculated from classification table – one of the primary outputs from the 

logistic regression analysis. Hosmer-Lemeshow test is a test of the overall goodness 

of fit of the model that compares observed and predicted numbers for various 

subgroups of data. [Peng and So, 2002] However, application of these measures is 

somewhat complicated in our case due to the rare events prediction problem and 

problems associated with large datasets. Prediction accuracy is very high without any 

explanatory variables because occurrence of the adverse event is extremely rare – 

mortality is only 2.5% ad therefore 97.5% prediction accuracy is achieved in model-

free scenario and H-L test is very sensitive to sample size: in large datasets even 

small deviations between observed and predicted values yield small p-values 

[Schwartz et al., 2006].  Furthermore, while these tests evaluate predictive accuracy 

on the level of individual observations, in the end we are interested in the aggregated 

predictions – aggregation by the hospitals as these are aggregations of probabilities 

rather than simple 0-1 values.  
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While all of the above-mentioned measures asses both calibration and discrimination 

performance of the model, so called c-statistics evaluates only the ability to 

discriminate between those that experienced the adverse outcome and those that did 

not [Schwartz et al., 2006]. C-statistics is defined as the area under operator receiving 

characteristics curve (ROC) that represents the probability that when case of one 

negative outcome and positive outcome are selected at random, predicted probability 

for the actual positive outcome is higher than for the negative outcome. Schwartz et 

el. (2006) argue that even though both calibration and discrimination are crucial 

properties of a good model, it is relatively easy to re-calibrate the model (cross-

validations, different patient populations), but it is harder to improve a model that 

fails to discriminate properly. 

 

5.2. Preliminary model: selection of variables 

Based on the indicators outlined in the previous section, I arrived at a preliminary 

model that seemed to performed best in terms of the selected indicators: McFadden’s 

R-squared, predictive accuracy, sensitivity, positive predictive value and c-statistics. 

For comparison of several models see table in Figure 17: Model0 is the null model 

with no explanatory variables, Model1 includes the very minimum of any risk-

adjustment efforts – age and sex Model3 includes 4 variables with the highest 

likelihood ratios based on the univariate tests and finally Model3a is the preliminary 

model with 9 variables plus 5 dummy variables for Charlson comorbidity index. It 

should be noted that this model includes only three diagnosis variables – high risk, 

medium risk and low risk – which is a rather high level of aggregation. However, 

model3b which includes 17 separate diagnosis categories interestingly enough 

performs worse in most criteria than Model3a, primarily in prediction accuracy 

criteria. Therefore, Model3a is selected as preliminary model.  
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Figure 18. Comparison of goodness of fit measures for several alternative models 

 

 

5.3. Preliminary model: diagnostics 

5.3.1. Interaction terms 

First of all, we need to consider inclusion of interaction terms – variables that account 

for differential impact of one variable conditional on another variable (for example 

different probability of dying for men and women depending on age). Normally, 

necessity of inclusion of interaction terms can be tested by various tests for 

specification error that can identify existence of omitted variables or presence of 

irrelevant variables. However, since the chances that test for specification error in my 

model would be negative is very low given the fact that I do not risk-adjust for any 

clinical variables, running specification tests is meaningless. 

Considering the variables included in my preliminary model, I suspect that 

interaction terms might be needed in all the variables in respect to age: probability of 

dying based on any predictor will be probably different for various ages. However, 

I will inspect possible interactions only for those variables which are the most 

important in the model (highest likelihood ratio): interaction between Charlson 

comorbidity score and age, emergency admission to the unit of intensive care and age 

and high-risk diagnosis and age. Furthermore, the new variable  will be also tested by 

likelihood ratio test. 

MODEL0

no 

explanatory 

variables

MODEL1

AGE, Sex

MODEL2

AGE, High-

Risk, Low-

Risk, 

Charlson 

Index

MODEL3a

Age, Sex, Charlson 

comorbidity Index, 

TransferIN, emergency 

transport, emergency ARO, No 

of previous hospitalizations, 3 

diagnosis groups - high risk, 

medium risk and low risk  

MODEL3b

Age, Sex, Charlson 

comorbidity Index, 

TransferIN, emergency 

transport, emergency ARO, No 

of previous hospitalizations, 

17 diagnosis groups

pseudo R-squared 

(McFadden's) 0 0.1564 0.2235 0.2917 0.2944

LR chi2(0) 0 10615.66 15169.23 19799.23 19980.83

Prob > chi2 na 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

C-statistics 0.5 0.8238 0.8768 0.9027 0.9069

Predictive accuracy 97.51% 97.51% 97.51% 97.57%

Sensitivity 0% 0% 0.04% 8.29% 8.06%

Specificity 100% 100% 100.00% 99.85% 99.85%

Positive predictive value 0% 0% 75.00% 59.33% 57.92%

Negative predictive value 97.51% 97.51% 97.51% 97.71% 97.56%

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - 

chi-square na 170.77 109.33 177.64 163.78

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - p-

value na 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Figure 20 depicts impacts of age on the predicted logit (ln(odds)) of dying age for 

different Charlson comorbidity scores. If no interaction between the two variables 

exists, the lines on the graph should be paralell because the lines were constructed for 

regression xi:logit LC_DeathIN i.ChCI2*age that allows for the presence of 

interaction terms. Differences are obviously significant, particularly for Charlson 

score of 0 and 5. In case of interaction between age and emergency admission to unit 

of intensive care within 24 hours, there is no evidence of significant difference – see 

Figure 21 - LEFT. Figure 21 - RIGHT illustrates that the interaction term between 

High-risk diagnosis and age is significant – lines are not paralell. For a better idea of 

the effect of the interaction term, see Figure 22: blue dots represent predicted 

probabilities of mortality for model including variables age, dummy for High-risk 

diagnosis and their interaction term, red dots stand for predicted probabilities without 

the interaction terms and green and yellow dots represent observed mortality by age 

separately for episodes DGN_HR=1 and DGN_HR=0. Obviously, the blue dots fit 

the data much better than the red dots: without the interaction term, probability of 

dying was overestimated for older people and underestimated for people up to 70 

years.  Differences in the estimated probabilities of dying for a high-risk person with 

age 0 before and after introduction of interaction term increase from 0.48%  to 2.4% 

and for a person with age 100 estimated probabilities decreased from 48.4% to 

28.9%. 

Figure 19. Illustration of interaction between Charlson index and age 

 Ln(odds) of model including interaction term plotted against age. Fact that the lines are not parallel 

signifies existence of differences in the effect of age for different values of Charlson score 
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Figure 20. LEFT. Interaction between LC_EMERG1_ARO and age: ln(odds) of model including 

interaction term plotted against age. Not significant, lines are nearly paralell. 

RIGHT. Interaction between DGN_HR and age: ln(odds) of model including interaction term plotted 

against age. Lines are clearly NOT paralell, effect is significant. 

  

 

Figure 21. Comparison of predicted probabilities of dying with and without interaction term between age 

and high-risk diagnosis.  

Model of in-hospital mortality with only two explanatory variables: age and high-risk diagnosis. Blue dots 

represent model with the interaction variable and red dots stand for model without interaction term.  

Green and yellow dots represent observed mortality by age for episodes for the high-risk diagnosis (green) 

and without (yellow). 

 

 

Two new interaction variables will be therefore added to our preliminary model. 

All the observed measures of the goodness of fit of the model improved by the 

addition of the two new variables (see Appendix 7). 
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5.3.2. Linearity 

Box-Tidwell regression is test that can check linearity of continuous variables and 

suggest appropriate transformations. In logistic regression model, relationship 

between independent and dependent variables are not expected to be linear, but due 

to the form of link function in the logit model, log(odds) of the variable need to be 

linear. Figure 23 indicates that three variables are problematic with significant p-

values: age, interaction term between age (at this stage age variable was still 

continuous) and Charlson index (CHA) and number of hospitalizations. Obviously, 

even though I attempted to transform the age variable to best fit the data, non-

linearity is still present. Therefore, I will recode age into 10 dummy variables – 10-

year age bands. Variable CHA was transformed as suggested by the test results and 

square-root was applied and variable LP_NoHosp was recoded from 10 categories to 

only 3: 0 – no previous hospitalization, 1 -  1-3 hospitalizations, 2 – more than three 

hospitalizations. Afterwards, only two continuous variables remained in the model – 

CHA and CHA2 and the Box-Tidwell test failed to reject the null hypothesis of no 

deviation from linearity. 

 

Figure 22. Box-Tidwell regression 

Test for linearity of variables. If variable is linear, p1 equals value of 1 

 

 

5.3.3. Collinearity diagnostics 

Standard statistical models can usually tolerate certain amount of multicollinearity 

between independent variables, but too much inter-dependence in the data might 

cause inflated standard errors, leading to unreliable estimates of the coefficients in the 

logistic regression model [IDRE, 2012]. Best practice recommendations is to allow 

for maximum VIF (variance inflation factor) of 10. Figure 24 below demonstrates 

that problem exists in 4 variables – collinearity that was introduced into the model by 

the addition of the two interaction terms. Common solution to this problem is to 

Deviance:47768.345.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      p1 |   .2598301   .2114116      1.229
LP_NoHosp|   .0833347   .0062781     13.274   Nonlin. dev. 14.969  (P = 0.000)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      p1 |   2.516376   1.301642      1.933
CHA2     |  -.1798132   .0238523     -7.539   Nonlin. dev. 2.390   (P = 0.122)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      p1 |   .4957049   .1221155      4.059
CHA      |  -.1073002   .0100463    -10.681   Nonlin. dev. 13.454  (P = 0.000)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      p1 |   1.245572   .0759526     16.399
pomocnik |   .0611796   .0014044     43.563   Nonlin. dev. 15.776  (P = 0.000)
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center the variable that was used to create the interaction terms – in our case the age 

variable [IDRE, 2012]. Mean of the variable is deducted from the variable itself and 

interaction term are than created based on this centered variable. Figure 25 

demonstrates that transformation (centering of age) helped to resolve problem of 

multicollinearity – maximum VIF after transformation is 4.27. 

 

Figure 23 . Collinearity diagnostics before 

centering 

 

Figure 24. Collinearity diagnostics after  

centering 

 

 

5.3.4. Residuals 

Examination of residuals might be informative in helping us to learn in which areas 

the model performs poorly. I will look at two types of residuals – Pearson 

standardized residuals and deviance residuals. Pearson standardized residuals 

measure the relative difference between observed and predicted values. Deviance 

residuals work on the maximum likelihood principle – they compare deviance 

between maximum likelihood function fitted to the observed and the fitted values 

[IDRE, 2012]. In Figure 26 - LEFT we might identify two areas where the residuals 

are somewhat concentrated: Pearson residuals suggest that the predicted probabilities 

are underestimated (residuals are concentrated on the plus side of the 0 line) in 

episodes with low prediction scores and a little overestimated for high predictions 

(residuals are concentrated on the minus side). However, deviance residuals in the 

Figure 26 - RIGHT do not confirm this hypothesis, as these are distributed rather 

regularly on the plus and minus side. Therefore, I will not continue further analysis. 

 

  Mean VIF      5.07
----------------------------------------------------
LC_EMERG1_ARO      1.08    1.04    0.9295      0.0705
    DGN_LR      1.25    1.12    0.8016      0.1984
    DGN_HR     11.52    3.39    0.0868      0.9132
    DGN_MR      1.14    1.07    0.8750      0.1250
LP_NoHosp2      1.12    1.06    0.8938      0.1062
LC_EMERG2_Transport      1.05    1.02    0.9555      0.0445
LC_TranferIN      1.02    1.01    0.9779      0.0221
      CHA2     11.78    3.43    0.0849      0.9151
     CHA2p     17.16    4.14    0.0583      0.9417
     ChCI2     14.75    3.84    0.0678      0.9322
     agegr      1.91    1.38    0.5224      0.4776
    LP_Sex      1.05    1.03    0.9501      0.0499
LC_DeathIN      1.13    1.06    0.8841      0.1159
----------------------------------------------------
  Variable      VIF     VIF    Tolerance    Squared
                        SQRT                   R-

  Collinearity Diagnostics

  Mean VIF      1.75
----------------------------------------------------
LC_EMERG1_ARO      1.08    1.04    0.9291      0.0709
    DGN_LR      1.24    1.12    0.8036      0.1964
    DGN_HR      2.49    1.58    0.4019      0.5981
    DGN_MR      1.14    1.07    0.8802      0.1198
LP_NoHosp2      1.12    1.06    0.8926      0.1074
LC_EMERG2_Transport      1.05    1.02    0.9545      0.0455
     CHA2c      2.52    1.59    0.3962      0.6038
      CHAc      3.72    1.93    0.2687      0.7313
LC_TranferIN      1.02    1.01    0.9784      0.0216
     ChCI2      3.49    1.87    0.2865      0.7135
     agegr      1.68    1.30    0.5962      0.4038
    LP_Sex      1.05    1.03    0.9484      0.0516
LC_DeathIN      1.13    1.07    0.8812      0.1188
----------------------------------------------------
  Variable      VIF     VIF    Tolerance    Squared
                        SQRT                   R-

  Collinearity Diagnostics
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Figure 25. LEFT Standardized Pearson residuals plotted against predicted probabilities 

RIGHT Plot of deviance residual against predicted probabilities 

 

 

5.3.5. Influential observations 

Other than errors in the process of the model building, we also need to check for 

potentially influential observations. First, these might indicate problems in data entry, 

second we might want to study these observations in more detail to see whether we 

can detect any pattern and third, influential observation might potentially skew 

estimates from the logit regression – particularly if there are relatively few 

observations in certain categories [IDRE, 2012]. Figure 27 depicts standardized 

Pearson residuals plotted against leverage measured by Pregibon’s dbeta – quantity 

that measures the amount of change in the parameters of logistic regression as the ith 

observation is omitted [Lunt, 2012]. We can see that while there are some influential 

observations in the model (high dbeta), these observations do not have particularly 

high residuals – even though these points have high leverage, their exclusion from the 

model is unlikely to have  significant impact as they are not outliers. Therefore, 

we do not need to investigate any further. 
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Figure 26. Standardized Pearson residuals plotted against leverage – Pregibon’s dbeta. 

 

 

 

5.4. Preliminary model: evaluation  

 

5.4.1. Calibration 

In this section, I will evaluate predictive accuracy of the final model we estimated. 

Crucial tool for analyzing prediction performance of the model is classification table. 

It summarized the ability of the model to correctly assign group membership to 

individual observation – by default an observation with predicted probability over 0.5 

is classified as 1 – positive group membership. classification table for the model is 

listed in Figure 28. Overall predictive accuracy is very high – 97.58% which is not 

surprising given that death is a rare outcome. Model without any explanatory 

variables is accurate in 97.51% cases because these are all non-events – automatically 

classified correctly. Sensitivity refers to the percentage of true positives classified 

correctly by the model. In mour model, we have been able to correctly predict only 

8.59% of  deaths (using the cutoff point for assigning adverse outcome of 0.5). We 

must therefore consider the possibility that the estimates are biased – probability of 

dying is underestimated due to the rare events modelling problem. 
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Figure 27. Classification table of the final model 

 

We can test for the presence of this bias by testing for correlation between observed 

mortality and predicted mortality: if the model compression is present, predicted 

mortality should be increasing more slowly than observed mortality. D’Hoore et al. 

(1996) recommends testing for correlation between expected adverse outcomes rate 

and difference between predicted and observed mortality by hospitals. However, 

these two variables are not likely to be independent if we assume differences in 

quality of care provided in individual hospitals exist – low-quality hospital might 

have high mortality rate and high difference between expected and predicted number 

of deaths and correlation would therefore be significant (imagine that all bigger 

hospitals – university hospitals are low-quality, then their high mortality rates given 

their size will be correlated with high differences in predicted and observed number 

of deaths). Positive correlation than would not signify problems in the model, but 

differences in hospital quality. Therefore, I will look at the correlation between 

observed and expected mortality rate between regions (again, correlation, if detected, 

might be caused by differences in hospital quality if low/high-quality hospitals are 

clustered in certain regions, but this effect is likely to be much weaker than in 

hospitals). For further validation, I will also look at the scatter plot of predicted and 

observed number of deaths for age groups. If I find evidence that higher observed 

mortality is correlated with lower predicted numbers, we have problem of a biased 

model.  

. 

                                                  
Correctly classified                        97.58%
                                                  
False - rate for classified -   Pr( D| -)    2.29%
False + rate for classified +   Pr(~D| +)   39.92%
False - rate for true D         Pr( -| D)   91.41%
False + rate for true ~D        Pr( +|~D)    0.15%
                                                  
Negative predictive value       Pr(~D| -)   97.71%
Positive predictive value       Pr( D| +)   60.08%
Specificity                     Pr( -|~D)   99.85%
Sensitivity                     Pr( +| D)    8.59%
                                                  
True D defined as LC_DeathIN != 0
Classified + if predicted Pr(D) >= .5

   Total          7254        283581        290835
                                                  
     -            6631        283167        289798
     +             623           414          1037
                                                  
Classified           D            ~D         Total
                       True         

Logistic model for LC_DeathIN
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Figure 28 LEFT Correlation between observed and predicted number of deaths by regions.  

RIGHT Correlation between observed and predicted number of deaths by 5-year age groups. 

 

In Figure 29 – LEFT we can see that the relation between predicted and observed 

mortality is strictly linear – only 4 regions out of 75 have significantly higher 

predicted probability than observed mortality. Similarly, graph on the RIGHT rejects 

hypothesis that our prediction model underestimates mortality. Therefore, we can 

conclude that while it is true that the model predicts only a small proportion of 

deaths, it is not biased.  

Furthermore, this simple analysis suggests that while at the individual level, model 

predicts only a small number of actual deaths, at the aggregated level – predicting 

mortality in regions or age groups, the model performs rather well: correlation 

between observed and predicted deaths is rather high. For comparison of how the 

mortality prediction model improved predictive abilities at the aggregated level 

compared to the null model (model with no risk- adjustment) see Figure 30. The 

graphs plot predicted number of deaths from the full model (yellow dots) and the null 

model (blue dots) against observed number of deaths. Precision improved 

significantly. Therefore, there is a good chance that the model should be able to 

predict overall expected mortality at the hospital level even as it is not recommended 

to use the model for individual-level predictions – for example for the purposes of 

identification of high-risk individuals. In this respect, discrimination of the model 

might be even more important than calibration – indeed, most of the papers dealing 

with  hospital profiling focus on the c-statistics.  
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Figure 29 Comparison of predicted against observed number of deaths for null model (blue dots – no risk-
adjustment) and full model (yellow dots). 

LEFT – aggregation by REGIONS, RIGHT – aggregation by AGE groups 

 

 

5.4.2. Discrimination 

As already mentioned, so-called c-statistics is defined as the area under receiver 

operator characteristics curve (ROC) which is plotted as sensitivity against 1-

specificity for every single point. Consequently, maximum value of [0,1] describes 

situation of perfect discrimination ability of the model – full sensitivity and  

specificity - value of c-statistics in this instance is 1.  C-statistics is interpreted area 

under the curve - probability that when case of one negative outcome and positive 

outcome are selected at random, predicted probability for the actual positive outcome 

is higher than for the negative outcome. In other words, c-statistics captures model’s 

ability to discriminate between events and non-events. Minimum value of c-statistics is 

0.5 and it describes a situation when is completely unable to discriminate. Value of 1 

represents perfect discrimination.  Models with c-statistics between 0.70-0.80 are considered 

acceptable, c-statistics over 0.80 are considered good [Kansagara et al., 2011]. Figure 31 

depicts ROC curve of my final model and it shows exceptionally good discriminative ability 

of our model with c-statistics of 0.9071. 
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Figure 30 ROC curve for the final model.                 

C-statistics of 0.9071 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Sensitivity versus specificity plot – 

optimal cutoff point at 0.033.  

 

 

Another type of plot often used in the post-estimation analysis of logistic regression 

models is sensitivity/specificity used for the identification of optimal cutoff point that 

maximizes both statistics sensitivity and specificity. In my model (Figure 32), the 

optimum cutoff point for identification of positive cases is extremely low – 0.033 

rather than the standard of 0.5 (this value describes the required probability for 

assigning the case as positive – usually 50% probability is required to identify the 

case as event). At this point both specificity and sensitivity are at 82.33%, however, 

the overall predictive accuracy dropped down significantly as we had to decrease 

specificity in order to increase sensitivity -  in other words we had to trade our ability 

to identify non-events correctly, which was automatic given the rarity of death, for 

the ability to identify events correctly. 

 

 

5.5. Validation of the model  

Validation of a model is a crucial step in model building, particularly in case of 

predictive modelling in order to prevent problem of overfitting – situation when 

predictions do not generalize well to other similar data as they were tailored to fit one 

particular dataset [Schwartz, 2006]. Validation refers to the process of assessing how 

well the results generalize to independent data. In case of mortality prediction model, 

I need to see that coefficients (odds) calculated on dataset of historical 

hospitalizations are fairly stable so that they can be used to predict mortality on 

subsamples of data. 

 

In this analysis, I used 75:25 split sample approach – 75% of eligible data were 

randomly assigned to the derivation sample, on which I performed the analysis and 
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remaining 25% were assigned to the validation sample. A step further is cross-

validation method, whereas the analysis is performed repeatedly on random 

subsamples of data and the validation results are then averaged over the individual 

rounds. This approach is strictly non-parametric, it relies on the raw computing 

power – you repeat the analysis as many times as possible and see distribution of the 

results of interest. We might consider using a stratified approach to validation – 

making sure that validation and derivation sample have similar composition in 

relevant risk factors – in Figure 33 we can see that when we draw completely random 

samples, composition might differ. However, since chi-square statistics tested 

negative for statistically significant differences in the composition of derivation and 

validation sample stratified approach was not deemed necessary. 

 
Figure 32. Comparison of prevalence of individual variables in derivation (Sample_Est==1) and validation 

data (Sample_Est==0) 

 

 

There are two closely related ways of looking at the validation of the results using the 

split sample approach. First, I will look at how well the estimates obtained from the 

derivation dataset perform on independent data - is the prediction accuracy 

maintained? This approach mirrors the way the model will be used in the hospital 

profiling: coefficients for risk factors will be calculated on the entire dataset, but than 

predicted probabilities will be applied to sub-samples of data – defined as sum of 

episodes for each hospital hospitals. If we are unable to conclude that estimated 

coefficients perform reasonably well on sub-samples of data (in case of validation we 

are looking at independent but related dataset), we have a problem. 

 

In the second part, I will be interested in the stability of the coefficients across the 

two samples – I will calculate the coefficients separately on the validation data and 

compare the coefficients and primarily the predictions. Both steps are two sides of the 

same coin of course – if the coefficients differ significantly, predictive accuracy when 

coefficients from one sample are applied to the other one will be low. If the 

coefficient are not sufficiently stable, I either selected unsuitable model (problem 

called „overfitting“ – the model predicts mortality well in the training data, but the 

                      
     Total    .0085631
                      
         1    .0086405
         0    .0083354
                      
Sample_Est    LC_EME~O

                                                                                                                
     Total    .0250579   1.58266  3.863873  .5960824  .0233433  .1966466  .3411572  .0755306  .0818631  .3868837
                                                                                                                
         1    .0249415  1.583037  3.860711  .5952496  .0232395  .1967432  .3405916  .0753229  .0815222  .3868712
         0    .0254011  1.581551  3.873187  .5985355  .0236489   .196362  .3428233  .0761424  .0828674  .3869207
                                                                                                                
Sample_Est    LC_Dea~N    LP_Sex     agegr     ChCI2  LC_Tra~N  LC_EME~t  LP_NoH~2    DGN_MR    DGN_HR    DGN_LR

  by categories of: Sample_Est 
Summary statistics: mean
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variables themselves might not be a good predictors of mortality in general) or high 

mortality variance of individual episodes, particularly in low-number categories, 

might cause fluctations of the coefficients. If the latter is the case, coefficients should 

be routinely calculated by cross-validation and averaged over the individual rounds in 

order to ensure best results. If the former is the case, cross-validation should be used 

for the selection of the model itself – model with the most stable results in terms of 

goodness of fit across various cross-validation samples should be selected. 

 

Figure 34 compares measures of goodness of fit for the derivation and validation 

sample. We can see that the coefficients applied to the validation sample perform 

somewhat worse, but discriminative ability expressed by c-statistics remained very 

high, sensitivity declined a little, however specificity remained unchained and 

positive predictive value increased. Overall, I conclude that the model performs 

reasonably well on independent dataset. 

 
Figure 33. Validation of the model: comparison of measures of goodness of fit for the derivation and 

validation sample 

 

 

Moving on to compare stability of predictions obtained from models calculated 

separately on derivation and validation sample, Figure 35  - LEFT compares 

predicted from the validation sample data against probabilities calculated from the 

derivation dataset (for comparison of calculated odds see Appendix 8). Particularly 

rworrisome is the bias for high probabilities (>0.6) – predicted probabilities form 

validation data are higher than predicted probabilities from the derivation data. In 

other words, the same person has higher odds of dying if we use results from 

validation data – mean predicted probability on the basis of derivation data is .024982 

and for validation data .02527 (difference of 1.1%). However, prevalence of episodes 

DERIVATION SAMPLE VALIDATION SAMPLE

pseudo R-squared 

(McFadden's) 0.2939 0.2894

LR chi2(0) * na na

Prob > chi2 0.000 0.000

C-statistics 0.9071 0.9057

Predictive accuracy 97.58% 97.53%

Sensitivity 8.59% 7.54%

Specificity 99.85%  99.87%

Positive predictive value 60.08% 60.58%

Negative predictive value 97.71% 97.64%

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - 

chi-square* na na

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - p-

value 0.000 0.000

*not applicable when comparing model with different number of observations
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with such a high probability of dying is very low – only 999 individuals out of 

389,577. Another way to look at the results is to compare predicted number of deaths 

for individual hospitals – while predicted probabilities for individual cases might 

differ (I already pointed out that the model is probably not suitable for prediction at 

the individual level), results at the aggregated are not quite so disturbing – see Figure 

35 - RIGHT. Predicted number of deaths calculated from derivation and validation 

sample for hospitals differ very little. Some differences exist in case of large hospitals 

with high numbers of predicted deaths, but the percentage difference is negligible due 

to high numbers of deaths.  

 

Therefore, conclusion is that cross-validation for the derivation of coefficients is 

desirable – coefficients are not stable in the derivation and validation sample, 

but is not absolutely necessary for the purposes of hospital profiling, particularly 

if we use confidence intervals for the estimation of hospital outliers.  

 
Figure 34 Stability of predictions across derivation and validation samples.  

LEFT - scatter plot of predicted probabilities calculated on the basis of validation sample  against predicted 

probabilities calculated on the basis of derivation dataset.  

RIGHT Comparison of predicted number of deaths calculated from the validation sample  against 

predicted number of deaths calculated from the derivation sample for each hospital. 

 

 

5.6. Comparison of various mortality measures 

So far I focused exclusively on in-hospital hospital-wide mortality. In this section, 

I will briefly consider other possible measures of mortality. I examine performance of 

each mortality measure in terms of model developed for in-hospital hospital-wide 

mortality. If a variable is found insignificant, it is excluded from the model, however, 

I did not attempt to fit the best combination of explanatory variables for each 
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mortality measure – even though that is the ideal option. Comparison of the mortality 

measures was performed on the basis of the accuracy prediction measures and 

stability of the model across derivation and validation sample – we saw that in-

hospital mortality performed rather poorly in the latter and in order to confidently 

implement this measure, cross-validation is recommended. Results for prediction 

accuracy are summarized in Figure 36 and stability is examined in Figures 37 – 42. 

Not surprisingly, there is no single measure that would perform consistently well in 

all the specified criteria. However, it can be seen that hospital-wide measures of 

mortality perform better than more specific measures such as high-risk mortality 

(comparatively poor c-statistics of 0.7229), mortality for planned hospitalizations 

only (where overall prediction accuracy actually decreased). Mortality after surgery 

performed relatively well, but was unstable across validation sample. Therefore, for 

the purposes of hospital profiling I will consider only three hospital-wide mortality 

measures – in-hospital, 30-day and 90-day mortality. 

 
Figure 35. Comparison of various mortality indicators: prediction accuracy measures.  

Green colour indicates best performing and red worst performing measure for the particular criterion 

 

In-hospital 

mortality

30-day 

mortality

90-day 

mortality

High-Risk 

conditions

(30-day)

Mortality 

after surgery

(30-day)

Planned 

hospitalization 

(30-day)

C-statistics 0.9067 0.9014 0.8970 0.7229 0.9364 0.9081

Sensitivity 8.27% 7.57% 9.37% 13.28% 13.15% 3.28%

Specificity 99.86% 99.78% 99.54% 97.86% 99.82% 99.94%

Positive predictive value 59.87% 58.83% 55.04% 60.17% 60.74% 48.44%

Negative predictive value 97.69% 96.35% 94.84% 82.28% 98.21% 98.40%

Correctly classified - overall 

predictive accuracy 97.56% 96.16% 94.45% 81.32% 98.04% 98.34%

   - increase in % from null 

model 0.17% 0.07% 0.10% 0.68% 0.10%  -0.12%

R-squared 0.2925 0.2978 0.3046 0.1101 0.3653 0.2720

Stability across derivation 

and validation samples   -  +  ++  --  --  ---
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Figure 36. Stability of 30-day mortality model predictions  

LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample. 

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample 

 

 

 
Figure 37. Stability of 90-day mortality model predictions – very stable 

LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample. 

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample 

 

 
Figure 38. Stability of high-risk mortality model predictions (in-hospital mortality) – wide dispersion 

LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample. 

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample 
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Figure 39. Stability of high-risk mortality model predictions (30-day mortality) - wide dispersion remains 

 LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample.  

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample. 

 

 

Figure 40. Stability of death after surgery model predictions (30-day mortality) - very wide dispersion and 

biased 

LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample.  

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample 
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Figure 41. Mortality after planned hospitalizations (30-day) – extremely unstable 

LEFT individual predictions for each observation: validation sample plotted against derivation sample.  

RIGHT aggregated predictions for hospitals: validation sample plotted against derivation sample 

 

 

 

5.7. Results – description and interpretation of the final 

mortality prediction model 

Logit model takes the following form [Burns and Burns, 2009]:  

           
          

                                (1) 

, where the right-hand side is the logistic cumulative distribution function and β 

stands for the regression coefficients. Consequently: 

              
        

          
                  (2) 

     
        

            
              (3) 

The last equation says that the effect of the predictor on the probability of dying can 

be expressed by the odds ratios defined as the probability of the outcome given that 

the predictor is positive divided by the probability of outcome if the predictor is 

negative: odds=p/(1-p). In other words, in case when the Sex variable increases by 1 

(i.e. patient is female), the odds of adverse outcome increase by 0.74 – the odds of 

dying are lower for women than odds of dying for men. In case of dummy variables 

for Charlson index, the odds express the increase in the odds of dying compared to 

the odds of dying of patients with Charlson index of 0. 
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Figure 43 summarizes the final mortality prediction model calculated on the entire 

dataset – 389,577 episodes. The model includes several dimensions of risk-

adjustment – several categories of variables that are significant factors for mortality 

prediction: demographic variables, diagnosis groups, comorbidities, past healthcare 

use and severity of the episodes. One variable is insignificant based on Likelihood 

ratio chi-square test and other four variables have very low likelihood chi value 

indicating that they explain little variation in the data. Three of these are age variables 

– they were left in the model in order to ensure completeness of the data (even though 

we might consider recoding age 10-39 into one dummy variable)  and the other two 

problematic variables are the interaction terms. However, we demonstrated that these 

variables have their place in the model in order to ensure better prediction accuracy.  

 

All of the variables increases the odds of the adverse outcome (i.e. odds are higher 

than 1) with the exception of gender variable, low-risk diagnosis group, age between 

10-19 and the interaction terms. The odds of dying are most influenced by age, high-

risk diagnosis and indicators of the severity of the episode, particularly admission to 

the unit of intensive care within 24 hours.  
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Figure 42. Final risk-adjustment model – in-hospital mortality prediction calculated on the entire dataset. 

 
 

 

 

  

Variable Description Odds P-value
95% CI - 

lower

95% CI - 

upper
LR chi

LR test - 

p-value

LP_Sex 1 - male, 2 - female 0.74 0.000 0.71 0.78 167 0.000

age1 age 10-19 0.33 0.001 0.17 0.65 13 0.000

age2 age 20-29 1.5 0.818 0.71 1.54 0 0.818

age3 age 30-39 2.73 0.000 1.97 3.78 43 0.000

age4 age 40-49 5.44 0.000 4.1 7.38 177 0.000

age5 age 50-59 8.37 0.000 6.22 11.26 370 0.000

age6 age 60-69 12.85 0.000 9.56 17.27 619 0.000

age7 age 70-79 20.39 0.000 15.14 27.46 913 0.000

age8 age 80-89 45.60 0.000 33.73 61.64 1 520 0.000

age9 age >90 87.14 0.000 63.15 120.24 1 257 0.000

DGN_HR high risk diagnosis group 4.41 0.000 3.98 4.89 720 0.000

DGN_MR medium risk diagnosis group 1.95 0.000 1.84 2.8 420 0.000

DGN_LR low risk diagnosis group 0.45 0.000 0.41 0.50 277 0.000

ChCI1 Charlson score 1-10 1.83 0.000 1.69 1.99 215 0.000

ChCI2 Charlson score 11-20 2.39 0.000 2.14 2.66 242 0.000

ChCI3 Charlson score 21-30 3.73 0.000 3.21 4.33 281 0.000

ChCI4 Charlson score 31-40 5.99 0.000 4.92 7.29 293 0.000

ChCI5 Charlson score >40 9.17 0.000 6.97 12.7 223 0.000

LP_No Hosp Number of past hospitalizations 0 - 

(0), 1 - (1,3), 2 - (>3) 1.26 0.000 1.22 1.30 200 0.000

LC_TransferIN admitted transfer 2.35 0.000 2.16 2.56 339 0.000

LC_Emerg2_transfer emergency transfer to the hospital 2.27 0.000 2.17 2.37 1 231 0.000

LC_Emerg1_ARO admission to the unit of intensive 

care within 24 hours of admission 

to the hospital 12.94 0.000 11.84 14.14 2 884 0.000

CHAc age*Charlson score recoded -

centred 0.62 0.000 0.55 0.70 60 0.000

CHA2c age*DGN_HR -centred 0.86 0.000 0.83 0.89 71 0.000

Interaction terms

FINAL MODEL

Demographic variables

Comorbidities

Diagnosis

Past use of healthcare services

Severity of the episode
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6. Hospital profiling 
 

6.1. Methodology 

The methodological approach to hospital profiling is based on the standardized 

mortality ratio model whereas observed number of deaths in the hospital is compared 

to expected numbers of deaths (hospital standardized mortality ratio):  

 

      
  

  
 

   

   
    (4) 

 

, where    and    are the observed and expected number of deaths in the hospital, 

expected number of deaths is calculated as a sum of probabilities of death (  ) 

calculated from the mortality prediction model on the bases of equation (1). and    is 

a binary variable for each observation – 1 is the code for death 0 - survival. The 

standardized mortality ratio can attain values from 0 to infinity.  If the ratio equals to 

1, expected and observed numbers of deaths are equal which means that the mortality 

in the hospital is exactly average in respect to the reference population – in our case 

reference population being all the episodes in acute-care hospitals in Slovakia. In 

other words, the ratio captures deviation of mortality observed in the hospital from 

national average hospital mortality. This interpretation is enabled by the fact that 

expected mortality is computed on the basis of predicted probabilities from the 

mortality prediction model that was computed on the data of all acute-care hospitals. 

These predicted probabilities therefore express the „average“. If the HSMR>1, 

observed mortality in the hospital is higher than expected and we suspect that hospital 

might be sub-standard. 

 

 

Crucially important is the calculation of confidence intervals for our estimates - if the 

calculated HSMR for a particular hospital is 1.1 can we really say that the hospital is 

better than the average? Confidence interval can be defined as an interval that 

captures the true value of the parameter of interest at the required confidence level 

(usually 95%). More precisely, should we repeat the measurement on 100 

independent samples, proportion of confidence intervals that includes the true value 

is 95%. It is this second definition that I will use to construct confidence interval 

around the point estimate – HSMR as we will see later on. 
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There are several options of how to calculate confidence intervals including: 

confidence intervals based on approximation with normal distribution, Byar’s 

approximation, exact Test based on Poisson distribution (these can be used for the 

construction of control limits rather than confidence intervals and calculations of 

funel plots) or calculation of confidence intervals using Monte Carlo simulations. Soe 

and Sullivan (2006) compared various methods for calculation of confidence 

intervals for standardized mortality ratios and concluded that exact test should be 

used in cases when expected/observed number of deaths is lower than 5 and for larger 

numbers, approximations perform comparably well. Below are formulas for two 

methods of calculating confidence intervals, for more methods see [Soe and Sullivan, 

2006]. 

 

Confidence interval for dichotomous data for large enough numbers of death can be 

approximated with normal distribution [Schwartz et al., 2006 and Itskovitch and 

Roudebush, 2010]: 

 

S.E. =  
        

 

 
  (5) 

 

                
 

         
   

    

         
         (6) 

 

, where p – estimated probability of death for each case, n – number of cases treated 

by the provider, Z – normal distribution score for desired confidence interval (1.96 

for 95% CI). 

 

However, as I already struggled with the problem of rare outcomes - overall mortality 

is only 2.5%, I must look to other alternatives for calculation of confidence intervals, 

such as Byar’s approximation which is a popular choice in hospital profiling models 

[Itskovitch and Roudebush, 2010]: 
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    (8) 

 

However, notice that Byar’s approximation does not take into account number of 

cases treated in the hospital, only the number of deaths.  
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Finally, there is one option for calculating confidence interval that has a fundamental 

advantage compared to other methods  - it is completely non-parametric, it does not 

require any assumptions regarding minimum number of events or underlying 

distributions. Furthermore, conventional approaches to calculation of confidence 

intervals are based on the assumption that distribution of deaths in the population is 

completely random and can have any value according to the underlying distribution. 

This might, however, result in too conservative estimates of confidence intervals that 

are unjustifiably wide, particularly in the cases that we are interested in a short-time 

horizon where we know the actual number of deaths [Itskovitch and Roudebush,  

2010]. 

 

Therefore I will use monte-carlo simulations – randomly drawing subsamples of data 

and repeatedly calculating HSMRs with the restrictions that the randomly drawn 

subsamples have the same overall mortality as the real mortality. We might consider 

using more stratified approach – imposing more restriction on the composition of the 

random subsamples, which would result in narrower confidence interval, but at this 

stage I will use just the one restriction. I will compensate for the fact that resulting 

subsamples might be significantly different in composition of episode characteristics  

used for risk-adjustment by selecting a relatively large subsamples – 80% of the 

entire dataset. Nevertheless, this simulation technique should still be able to filter 

away much of the statistical uncertainty in the data – bad luck that one provider 

treated a number of cases that are not covered by the risk-adjustment model, for 

example. Another advantage is that it has an easy intuitive interpretation, possibly 

better than confidence intervals and its error type 1 and error type 2 explanations. It 

can help with refuting objections that we cannot say for certain that one hospital is 

worse than others. This objection is valid – we cannot be certain, but we have strong 

evidence that this is indeed so: out of 500 risk-adjusted samples of the hospitals’ 

episodes, 95% of these subsamples had above-average mortality.  

 

 

For the purposes of constructing hospital profiling, I will use data for 12 months – 

2011.07 - 2012.06. Predicted probabilities will be estimated based on the in-hospital 

mortality prediction model developed in the previous section and hospital 

standardized mortality ration will be calculated (see Appendix 9 for calculated 

coefficients used in the hospital profiling). This will provide the point estimate 

around which confidence intervals will be constructed by calculating ratios for 

randomly drawn 500 subsamples of 80% of the entire dataset (118,000 episodes), 
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with the restriction that mortality in each subsample is equal to the mortality of the 

entire dataset (.0259995). Lowest and highest 2.5% of simulations will be discarded 

in order to obtain 95% confidence interval. This approach to calculation of 

confidence intervals will be compared with the Byar’s approximation technique that 

is often recommended for the purposes of hospital profiling efforts. 

 

6.2. Results 

 

6.2.1. Comparison of confidence intervals 

Surprisingly enough, when I used unrestricted sampling (i.e. regardless of the overall 

mortality in the subsamples), I obtained narrower confidence intervals than when 

I used restricted sampling – see Figure 44. Originally, I expected to see narrower 

confidence intervals when I impose additional restrictions on the subsamples – as the 

variance of values should be lower. However, after closer examination it becomes 

apparent, than even though the intervals are wider when using restricted sampling 

technique, they are stricter in identification of outliers – primarily in identification in 

below-average hospitals. Potentially sub-standard hospitals are those above the 

horizontal line: their observed mortality is higher than expected mortality. 

Confidence intervals constructed with the restricted sampling technique are extended 

downwards – forcing us to conclude that the hospital is not significantly better than 

average hospital – 5 hospitals were re-classified from below-average to average 

because of this.  All in all, when using restricted sampling for the construction of 

confidence intervals we receive following results: 10 below-average hospitals 

(16.4%), 21 above-average hospitals (31.4%) and 30 hospitals that can be considered 

average (49.2%). In comparison, when using unrestricted sampling I classify 18 

hospitals as below-average (29.5%), 20 hospitals as above-average (32,8%) and 23 

hospitals that are not significantly different from average (37.7%).  
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Figure 43. Comparison of confidence intervals calculated with restricted (red lines) and unrestricted 

(green) sampling 

 

 

 

Confidence intervals constructed with Byar’s approximation are much narrower and 

consequently classify hospitals as above-average or substandard much more easily. 

For graphical comparison of CI calculate using Byar’s approximation and restricted 

sampling see Figure 46 and for the impact of the choice of method on the 

classification of hospitals see Figure 47. 

 
Figure 44. Comparison of confidence intervals: Byar’s approximation vs restricted sampling 
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This brief analysis of confidence intervals also explains why I will not attempt to 

construct „hospital ranking“ that ranks hospital from the best one to the worst one. 

Instead, I will merely attempt to separate good hospitals from the average hospitals 

and average hospitals from the bad ones. Confidence intervals reflect the measure of 

uncertainty in our point estimates (i.e. HSMRS), which is substantial. Looking at 

Figure 46, where we can actually see the ranking from best performer to the worst 

one, it becomes instantly obvious that after considering confidence intervals 

neighbouring hospitals become easily interchangeable in their respective ranks. 

 
Figure 45 Impact of confidence interval calculation method on hospital ranking 

 

 
 

 

6.3. Impact of risk-adjustment on hospital ranking 

 

In this section I will finally look at the question that inspired my research: does risk-

adjustment matter? How does the introduction of risk-adjustment influence 

classification of individual hospitals? What impact does selection of mortality 

indicator have on the outcome of the profiling? 

 

6.3.1. Effect of introducing risk-adjustment on hospital classification  

First of all, before we proceed to the actual hospital profiling, let us verify our 

original assumption that motivated this research in the first place – risk-adjustment is 

crucial for hospital profiling because different hospitals have different risk structure 

of treated patients. We developed risk-adjustment model and evaluated its prediction 

accuracy and validated the model across validation sample, but we also need to look 

at whether the model distinguishes between hospitals. Figure 47 plots mean predicted 

probability of death that can be also interpreted as mean risk of the patient population  

for each hospital. Differences in the “riskiness” of patient populations are obvious 

and quite pronounced for certain hospitals: mean predicted probability of death 

Byar's approximation Unrestricted sampling Restricted sampling

Below-average 30 (49.2%) 18 (29.5%) 11 (18.0%)

Average 7 (11.5%) 23 (37.7%) 30 (49.2%)

Above-average 24 (39.3%) 20 (32.8%) 20 (32.8%)

*number of hospitals classified in each category (%of hospitals classified in the category)

Impact on confidence interval calculation method on the hospital ranking
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differs from 0.02% to 33%. The graph not only demonstrates that risk-adjustment is 

needed, but also that we succeeded in developing a model that is able to distinguish 

between hospitals on the basis of risk structure of their patient populations. We may 

proceed with analysis. 

 
Figure 46 Differences in “riskiness” of patient populations between hospitals – mean predicted probability of 

death in a hospital.  

Red line represents mean risk across all hospitals. 

 

 

 

Moving on to evaluation of changes in ranking of the hospitals before and after 

introduction of risk-adjustment, Figure 46 offers a graphical visualization of the 

changes in calculated hospital mortality ratios after introduction of full risk-

adjustment. Red line represents situation when HSMRs from full model are equal to 

HSMR from null model. At the first glance, hospitals located to the right of the y=x 

axis exhibit higher deviations than hospitals located to the right. It seems that in the 

instances when the HSMRs calculated from the null model are underestimated 

(indicating hospitals that benefit from favorable structure of patients), deviation is 

higher than in the situation when HSMRs are increased after risk adjustment. 

However, this plot is purely illustrational as no confidence intervals are considered. 
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Figure 47. Scatter plot of hospital standardized mortality ratios: full vs null model 

 Comparison of results from the full model (mortality prediction model) and from the null model (no risk-

adjustment, every patient has the same chance of dying) 

 

 

 

Moving on to more in-depth analysis, Figure 48 summarizes changes in the 

classification of hospitals in terms of in-hospital mortality as a quality indicator after 

introduction of full risk-adjustment (and restricted confidence intervals). Counter-

intuitively, only those hospitals with lower CI bound above 1 are considered as 

below-average and only those hospitals with upper CI bound below 1 are classified as 

above-standard. When considering only the simplest possible risk-adjustment taking 

into account only sex and age of the patients, 29.5% of the hospitals are re-classified 

from one group to another.  

 

If we implement the full model as developed in the previous sections, nearly 50% of 

all the hospitals are classified in another group – see Figure 49. Admittedly, radical 

changes from „BAD“ to „GOOD“ group or reversely are rare (only 2 hospitals), still 

50% rate of change in classification is substantial. Out of these 19.7% were upgraded 

(i.e. good=>average; good=>bad; average=>bad) and 26.2% were downgraded. Most 

misclassification occurred in the identification of above-average hospitals – null 

model with no risk-adjustment identified 27 hospitals as „GOOD“ and 48% of those 

were re-classified after introduction of risk-adjustment suggesting that those hospitals 

undeservedly benefit from favorable structure of patients. Out of those hospitals 

labelled as sub-standard by the null model, 50% were reclassified as either good or 
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average after risk-adjustment. Overall, when we compare only number of hospitals in 

individual categories it becomes obvious that after risk-adjustment model yields more 

average hospitals: 30 instead of 17 and 12 of those were classified as average by both 

models. Consequently numbers of „good“ and „bad“ hospitals had to decrease: in the 

above-average category numbers decreased from 27 to 20 (and 14 were agreed upon 

by both models ) and number of sub-standard hospitals fell down from 14 to 11 (of 

which 7 were consistently labelled by both models). 

 
Figure 48. Comparison of classification of hospitals between the null model with no risk-adjustment and full 

model with risk-adjustment.  

Classification based on in-hospital mortality 

 

 

 

 

6.3.2. Comparison of different mortality measures on hospital 

classification 

Finally, we will look at differences in classification of the hospitals when different 

measures of mortality are used: in-hospital mortality, 30-day mortality and 90-day 

mortality.  

 

The effect of using different mortality measures is not negligible: 39 hospitals (63%) 

were classified into the same group by all three mortality indicators, 10 hospitals 

(16.4%) were classified simultaneously by 30-day and 90-day mortality, 9 hospitals 

(14.8%) were agreed upon by in-hospital and 30-day mortality and 2 were classified 

into the same group by in-hospital and 90-day mortality while 30-mortality disagreed. 

For full classification of hospitals by various mortality indicators see Appendix 10. 

 

Figure 50 presents results for Pearson correlation coefficients between classifications 

of hospitals with different mortality measures. Correlation between in-hospital 

good average bad total

good 14 5 1 20

average 12 12 6 30

bad 1 3 7 11

total 27 20 14 61

* red color - downgrade - 26.2% of all hospitals were downgraded

   blue color - no change - 54.1% of all hospitals recorded no change with risk-adjustment

   green color - upgrage - 19.7% of hospitals were upgraded

FULL 

MODEL

NULL model - no risk adjustment
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mortality and 30-day mortality and between 30-day and 90-day mortality is relatively 

high at approximately 0.8, but correlation between in-hospital mortality and 90-day 

mortality is much weaker – only 0.617. Apparently, choice of mortality indicator 

does have important consequences for the hospital profiling. 

 
Figure 49. Pearson correlation coefficient between classification of hospitals using measures of in-hospital, 30-

day and 90-day mortality 

 

 

 

At this stage, we are unable to conclude that one of the mortality measures is any 

better than another one – we considered statistical properties of the mortality 

prediction models in the previous section, we looked at the classification outcomes 

and no measure seems better than another with the exception of 30-day mortality that 

stands somewhere in between in-hospital mortality and 90-day mortality in terms of 

classification correlation. Two options appear as a reasonable solution: we could 

either take into account all three measures  - assigning hospital to the category agreed 

upon by at least two mortality indicators or we could only consider 30-day mortality. 

Based on the results of correlation analysis, it is not particularly surprising that the 

results of these two methods are nearly identical: only 2 hospitals are classified 

differently (change from bad to average and from average to bad). Simply on the 

grounds of convenience, we recommend using 30-day mortality for the purposes 

of hospital profiling – it is easier to calculate than calculating all three measures. 

This approach resulted in 12 above-average hospitals (34.4%), 28 average 

hospitals  (45.9%) and 21 below-average hospitals (19.7%). We verified one more 

time impact of risk-adjustment on the classification of hospitals, this time 30-day 

mortality – as the measure selected for the profiling criterion, was compared before 

and after risk-adjustment. Results are basically identical to the results for in-hospital 

mortality – 43% of hospitals were reclassified. 

 

 

6.3.3. Validation of the final model of hospital classification 

              
                 0.0000   0.0000
 _90day_mort     0.6717   0.8097   1.0000 
              
                 0.0000
 _30day_mort     0.8048   1.0000 
              
              
_INhospita~t     1.0000 
                                         
               _INhos~t _30day~t _90day~t
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While my analysis demonstrated that application of risk-adjustment makes 

a difference – 43% of hospitals are re-classified after we take into account patient-

mix treated by the hospitals, we would like some further validation of our results. 

Since no external validation is available (the only meaningful attempt at hospital 

profiling by private insurance company is three years old ), we considered mortality 

in low-risk diagnosis categories. Reason why this indicator was not considered along 

the other three mortality indicators is that it accounts for a very small percentage of 

overall deaths. While low low-risk mortality (even below-average) is not necessarily 

an indicator of a good hospital, bad performance is highly probably a sign of low 

quality of care as it indicates concerns regarding patient safety. Therefore, mortality 

in high-risk categories is used for validation of the hospital profiling methodology. 

Should we find out that hospital classified as above-average has significant high-

mortality in low-risk diagnosis, we would need to reconsider. 

 

Classification of hospitals was constructed based on HSMRs for low-risk diagnosis, 

due to low numbers of deaths we risk-adjusted only for age, sex and Charlson 

comorbidity score and compared results with classification based on 30-day 

mortality. Only four hospitals are flagged as sub-standard, which is caused by very 

wide confidence intervals – see Figure 51. This is not surprising given that there are 

very few deaths in low-risk categories. Out of these four hospitals, our final 

classification identified  three as sub-standard and one as average. But even though 

our methodology failed to identify this last hospital as sub-standard, it is still an 

improvement to model with no risk-adjustment that classified this hospital as above-

average.  
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Figure 50. Indicator of low-risk mortality: calculated HSMRs with confidence intervals for hospitals with >100 
episodes categorized as low-risk. 

 
  

Sub-standard hospitals 
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7. CONCLUSION 
 

The aim of this thesis was to explore options for hospital profiling in the Slovak 

republic. Sacrificing breadth of the study in favor of depth, the scope of the analysis 

was narrowed down to one quality indicator only – mortality. I sought to implement 

standard techniques used for the purposes of hospital quality assessment in particular 

conditions of Slovak healthcare systems, necessitating looking for proxy indicators 

due to local particularities of claims data. Quality profiling is usually a two-step 

endeavor – in the first step a mortality prediction model is constructed in order to 

predict expected mortality in hospitals based on a reference sample – usually national 

average. Predicted risk of mortality is calculated for every single hospital episode on 

the basis of risk factors that are believed to increase chances of adverse outcome. 

This process is also called risk-adjustment – taking into account particular case-mix 

of episodes treated in the hospital. Based on the evidence of best practice,  several 

risk factors were tested in a logistic regression model and what we believe to be 

a workable mortality prediction model was selected. Risk factors include multiple 

dimensions that can describe patient populations in individual hospitals including 

demographic factors, main diagnosis and comorbidities of the patient at the day of 

admission to the hospital, severity of the episode and past use of healthcare services.  

 

Validation of the model was performed using split-sample approach: model was 

developed on a 75% derivation sample of the data and then tested on the remaining 

25% validation sample. While the calibration of the model was far from perfect – 

we managed to correctly predict only about 8% of deaths, discriminative ability of 

the model was exceedingly good – with c-statistics over 0.9 our model is able to 

distinguish between the episodes with and without adverse outcome exceptionally 

well. Therefore, while the model is probably not adequate for mortality prediction at 

individual level, it should perform very well at the aggregated level thanks to its high 

discriminative ability – such as aggregation at the level of hospitals. Nevertheless, 

while we consider performance of the model adequate for the purposes of hospital 

profiling, it might not be a wasted effort to construct mortality prediction coefficients 

on the bases of repeated random sub-sampling of data – so-called cross-validation. 

 

We also attempted to compare several mortality indicators, including in-hospital 

mortality, 30-day and 90-day mortality and more specific mortality measures, such 

as mortality in high-risk conditions or mortality after surgery, but based on the 

comparison of various statistical properties of models, hospital-wide mortality 

(regardless of the time frame for observation period) seemed as the best option. 
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Eventually, 30-day mortality indicator was selected for construction of hospital 

profiling.  

 

Once the mortality prediction model is developed, we may proceed to second stage – 

hospital profiling. First of all, we verified our original assumption that motivated this 

research in the first place – risk-adjustment is crucial for hospital profiling because 

different hospitals have different risk structure of treated patients. Indeed, mean 

predicted probability of dying differed significantly between hospitals from 0.2% to 

33%. Standard methodological approach commonly used for this type of tasks was 

then employed: standardized mortality ratios computed as a difference between 

observed and expected number of deaths, where the latter is calculated from the 

mortality prediction model. In order to deal with the problem of pure chance and 

small numbers, we explored options for construction of confidence intervals.  In the 

end, technique of Monte-Carlo simulations was selected – repeating hospital profiling 

on random sub-samples of data. Single restriction was imposed on the process of 

generating random sub-samples - mortality in the sub-samples has to be identical to 

the overall mortality in the data. This approach yielded the widest estimates of 

confidence intervals, resulting in a relatively strict criterion for identification of 

outliers – hospitals that can be said that at certain confidence level are different from 

average. Selection of the computation method of confidence intervals provides 

a good opportunity for setting the „strictness“ of the profiling. For example, should 

we calculate confidence intervals using Byar’s approximation, we would classify 

many more hospitals as non-average. Regarding the role of statistical uncertainty, 

further research should be done, for example calculation of control limits rather than 

confidence intervals and construction of funnel plots that are appropiate for 

modelling the effects of randomness. Similarly, techniques of multilevel modelling 

that separate fixed and random effects should be explored. These techniques are 

specifically designed to deal with the issue interdependence of within hospitals and 

are able to estimate betweem-hospital variotion beyond that of a pure chance. 

Standard models, such as logistic regression used in this analysis assume that 

individual episodes treated by the hospital are independent, which is highly unlikely. 

 

In the last part of the analysis we looked at the results of profiling to see whether risk-

adjustment matters. Comparing classification of hospitals into three groups – above-

average, average and substandard we compared results obtained from the model 

without any risk factors and model including the full risk-adjustment model. 43% of 

hospitals were re-classified after introduction of risk-adjustment. Acknowledging that 

different indicators of mortality with full risk-adjustment still yield different results in 
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terms of hospital categorization with Pearson correlation coefficients between 0.67 

and 0.81, we selected 30-day mortality on the criterion of parsimony. Basically 

identical results can be obtained if we implement a simple algorithm that considers all 

three mortality measures:  hospital is classified into the category agreed upon by at 

least two of these indicators. Attempt at validation of our results was conducted using 

the measure of low-risk mortality as a measure of patient safety – negative results are 

indicative of low quality with a high probability. Our model correctly identified three 

of those as below average and the remaining hospital was re-classified as average 

from above-average classification yielded by model without risk-adjustment. 

However, further validation of the method is needed, for example by conducting 

randomization tests – comparing actual mortality of the provider against the 

distribution of mortalities calculated from random samples of episodes with similar 

patient structure in terms of relevant risk factors to the actual patient mix of the 

provider. 

 

Therefore, this thesis should be considered as a preliminary analysis of options for 

hospital profiling in Slovak republic using risk-adjustment to accomodate differences 

in patient populations treated by individual providers and limited effort was made to 

eliminate the effects of statistical uncertainty. While the conclusion is straighforward 

– significant differences in patient populations between hospitals exist and have 

serious implications for hospital ranking, further research is needed to validate our 

risk-adjustment model and explore more advanced techniques for dealing with issues 

of grouped data and randomness.   
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APPENDIX 1: List of information in claims data 

Compulsory data for inpatient care insurance claims include following information 

(but of course, few of these are reported consistently): 

 Identification number of the patient, of the provider organization and doctor 

 Name of the patient 

 Diagnosis code at the admission (ICD-10 classification) 

 Admission date 

 Discharge date 

 Number od days (length of stay) 

 Movement of the patient (transfer to other hospital, transfer to other 

department in the same hospital, transfer to specialized medical institution,  

discharge home, transfer to social care institution, death, discharge at patient’s 

request) 

 Newborn 

 Additional  items (not covered by the flat rate case payment, are reimbursed 

in addition to the case rate) 

 Amount (of additional items) 

 Price (of additional items) 

 Compensations (to be claimed by the insurance company: occupation 

accident, ...) 

 State of the insuree (N – normal, I – complicated, 3 – extremely complicated) 

 Type of procedure (O – operation, S – intervention radiology, N – none) 

 Code of operation 

 Code of acquired complication (O-without complication, 1 – nosocomial 

infection, 2 – decubity, 3 – digestion problems, 4 – pneumony, 5 – other, 6 – 2 

and more complications) 

 Type of hospitalization (A – acute, C – centrally purchased drugs, E – planned 

operation, P – planned operations included on the official waiting lists, I – 

other, K – spa treatment, S – day care centre, Z – additional item) 

 Comorbidity 

 Admission with complication 

 Date of admission 

 Date od discharge 
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APPENDIX 2:  High-risk conditions 

 

Diagnosis 

category 

Mortality Diagnosis name Diagnosis codes 

DGN001 14,1% Malignant neoplasm of oesophagus, 

stomach and pancreas 

C15, C16, C25 

DGN002 10,6% Malignant neoplasms of respiratory 

and intrathoracic organs 

C32, C34 

DGN003 76,7% cardiac arrest I46 

DNG004 13,5% heart failure I50 

DGN005 35,9% acute respiratory failure J96, J95 

DGN006 12,2% Pulmonary oedema J81, J90, J91 

DGN007 12,9% diseases of liver K70, K71, K72, K74, K76 

DGN008 16,0% disorders of fluid, electrolyte and 

acid-base balance 

E86, E87 

DGN009 10,1% Injuries involving multiple body 

sites (polytrauma) 

T06, T07 

DGN010 12,5% Other malignant neoplasms C04, C09, C10, C13, C22, 

C23, C24, C26, C32, C49, 

C71, C79, C80 

DGN011 11,6% Other cardiovascular disease I42, I95, I97 

DGN012 10,2% Other cerebrovascular disease G45, I60, I61, I63, I64, 

I67, I69 
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APPENDIX 3: Low-risk diagnosis 

Source: Dr Foster (2012a) 
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APPENDIX 4: List of codes for identification of implantation 

of artificial joints 

 

product code product name 

130001 Cementovaná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130002 Hybridná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130003 Necementovaná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130009 Cementovaná TEP kolenného kĺbu 

130011 Necementovaná unikondylárna TEP kolena 

130101 Cementovaná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130201 Hybridná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130301 Necementovaná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130302 Necementovaná TEP s keramickými artikulačnými povrchmi 

130303 Necementovaná TEP s kovovými artikulačnými povrchmi 

130501 Individuálna necementovaná TEP bedrového kĺbu 

130705 Použitie revízneho implantátu pri primárnej indikácii pre TEP kolena 

130801 Individuálna TEP kolenného kĺbu 

130901 Cementovaná unikondylárna TEP kolenného kĺbu 

130902 Cementovaná all-polly TEP kolenného kĺbu 

130903 Cementovaná fixná TEP kolenného kĺbu 

130904 Cementovaná rotačná TEP kolenného kĺbu 

131002 Hybridná fixná TEP kolenného kĺbu 

131003 Hybridná rotačná TEP kolenného kĺbu 

131101 Necementovaná fixná TEP kolena 

131102 Necementovaná rotačná TEP kolena 

131201 TEP ramena 
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APPENDIX 5: Diagnosis categories 
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APPENDIX 6: Charlson Comorbidity index conditions 

Charlson Comorbidity index conditions (based on ICD-10 codes). New and old 

weights. Source: NHS (2012) 
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APPENDIX 7: Adding interaction terms – comparison before 

and after 

Comparison of performance of model after addition of two interaction terms – 

between age and Charlson score nad between age and high-risk diagnosis 

 

  

MODEL3a

Age, Sex, Charlson 

comorbidity Index, 

TransferIN, emergency 

transport, emergency ARO, No 

of previous hospitalizations, 3 

diagnosis groups - high risk, 

medium risk and low risk  

MODEL4

Age, Sex, Charlson comorbidity 

Index, TransferIN, emergency 

transport, emergency ARO, No of 

previous hospitalizations, 3 

diagnosis groups - high risk, 

medium risk and low risk  + 2x 

interaction terms: age*Charlson, 

age*DGN_HR

pseudo R-squared 

(McFadden's) 0.2917 0.2956

LR chi2(0) 19799.23 20065.28

Prob > chi2 0.000 0.000

C-statistics 0.9027 0.9058

Predictive accuracy 97.57% 97.58%

Sensitivity 8.29% 8.75%

Specificity 99.85% 99.85%

Positive predictive value 59.33% 59.57%

Negative predictive value 97.71%  97.72%

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - 

chi-square 177.64 125.13

Hosmer-Lemeshow test - p-

value 0.000 0.000
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APPENDIX 8: Stability of estimated coefficients across 

derivation and validation samples 

Comparison of odds calculated separately for derivation and validation sample. 

 LEFT – in-hospital mortality. RIGHT – 30-day mortality 
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APPENDIX 9: Results for mortality prediction model used for 

hospital profiling 

Model used for hospital profiling (period 2011.07-2012.06) 

 

 

  

LC_EMERG1_~O     13.10473   .9237651    36.50   0.000     11.41369    15.04631
      DGN_HR     4.774677   .3980693    18.75   0.000     4.054885    5.622241
      DGN_MR     2.046155    .104561    14.01   0.000     1.851148    2.261705
      DGN_LR     .4768366   .0398904    -8.85   0.000      .404726    .5617952
  LP_NoHosp2     1.244021    .032914     8.25   0.000     1.181155    1.310233
LC_EMERG2_~t     2.164458    .079708    20.97   0.000     2.013738    2.326458
       CHA2c      .860101   .0234319    -5.53   0.000       .81538    .9072749
      CHAcp2     .6149689   .0604811    -4.94   0.000     .5071531    .7457054
LC_TranferIN     2.497139   .1730739    13.20   0.000     2.179952    2.860478
         ch5     7.473495   1.789034     8.40   0.000     4.674766    11.94779
         ch4     4.793783   .7893929     9.52   0.000      3.47145    6.619815
         ch3     3.233152   .3989109     9.51   0.000     2.538655    4.117642
         ch2     2.180057   .1913695     8.88   0.000     1.835472    2.589333
         ch1     1.705498   .1103999     8.25   0.000     1.502282    1.936203
        age9     68.34108   16.14727    17.88   0.000      43.0095    108.5924
        age8     39.56421   8.659984    16.80   0.000     25.76249    60.75991
        age7      18.4424   3.969167    13.54   0.000     12.09545    28.11983
        age6     11.64118    2.47799    11.53   0.000     7.670204      17.668
        age5     7.331326   1.565876     9.33   0.000     4.823663    11.14264
        age4     4.530629   1.008071     6.79   0.000     2.929309     7.00732
        age3     2.655422   .6270974     4.14   0.000     1.671537    4.218432
        age2     .9126401   .2682509    -0.31   0.756      .512988    1.623648
        age1     .2644847   .1436749    -2.45   0.014     .0912023    .7669999
      LP_Sex     .7303553   .0266651    -8.61   0.000     .6799188    .7845331
                                                                              
  LC_DeathIN   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood = -12731.032                       Pseudo R2       =     0.2840
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  LR chi2(24)     =   10099.92
Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =     147494

                                                  
Correctly classified                        97.46%
                                                  
False - rate for classified -   Pr( D| -)    2.39%
False + rate for classified +   Pr(~D| +)   41.27%
False - rate for true D         Pr( -| D)   91.58%
False + rate for true ~D        Pr( +|~D)    0.16%
                                                  
Negative predictive value       Pr(~D| -)   97.61%
Positive predictive value       Pr( D| +)   58.73%
Specificity                     Pr( -|~D)   99.84%
Sensitivity                     Pr( +| D)    8.42%
                                                  
True D defined as LC_DeathIN != 0
Classified + if predicted Pr(D) >= .5

   Total          3835        143659        147494
                                                  
     -            3512        143432        146944
     +             323           227           550
                                                  
Classified           D            ~D         Total
                       True         

Logistic model for LC_DeathIN
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APPENDIX 10:  Comparison of classification of hospitals 

using different measures of mortality.  

Green – above average, blue – average, red- below-average. Numbers identify 

individual hospitals. 

 

In-hospital M

NO risk-adjust.

In-hospital M

FULL risk-adjust.

30-day M

FULL risk-adjust.

90-day M

FULL risk-adjust.

MODEL 

combining all 3 Ms

3 3 3 3 3

5 5 5 5 5

7 7 7 7 7

8 8 8 8 8

12 12 12 12 12

13 13 13 13 13

14 14 14 14 14

15 15 15 15 15

16 16 16 16 16

18 18 18 18 18

22 22 22 22 22

26 26 26 26 26

30 30 30 30 30

33 33 33 33 33

35 35 35 35 35

36 36 36 36 36

43 43 43 43 43

46 46 46 46 46

50 50 50 50 50

53 53 53 53 53

69 69 69 69 69

2 2 2 2 2

4 4 4 4 4

9 9 9 9 9

10 10 10 10 10

23 23 23 23 23

24 24 24 24 24

25 25 25 25 25

29 29 29 29 29

32 32 32 32 32

34 34 34 34 34

37 37 37 37 37

39 39 39 39 39

40 40 40 40 40

42 42 42 42 42

44 44 44 44 44

51 51 51 51 51

54 54 54 54 54

55 55 55 55 55

56 56 56 56 56

57 57 57 57 57

58 58 58 58 58

59 59 59 59 59

62 62 62 62 62

65 65 65 65 65

66 66 66 66 66

68 68 68 68 68

70 70 70 70 70

49 49 49*LR 49 49

6 6 6 6 6

17 17 17 17 17

20 20 20 20 20

31 31 31 31 31

38 38 38 38 38

41 41 41 41 41

45 45 45 45 45

61 61 61 61 61

67 67 67 67 67

11 11 11*LR 11 11

27 27 27*LR 27 27

47 47 47*LR 47 47

*LR - flagged as sub-standard by low-risk mortality indicator


